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Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory 
Structure

This guide provides diagrams to help you understand the structure and 
functioning of your GroupWise system. 

! �Message Flow Diagrams� on page 9

! �Directory Structure Diagrams� on page 73
Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure 7
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I Message Flow Diagrams

This part of Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure helps 
you understand how messages travel between GroupWise users and how 
administrative updates to GroupWise databases occur.

! �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11

! �Message Delivery to a Different Post Office� on page 21

! �Message Delivery to a Different Domain� on page 37

! �Message Delivery to/from GroupWise Remote� on page 57

! �Administrative Database Update� on page 67
Message Flow Diagrams 9
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1 Message Delivery in the Local Post 
Office

The POA and/or the GroupWise® client handle message delivery in the local 
post office.

! �Access Mode: Client/Server� on page 12

! �Delivery Mode: Use App Thresholds (Exceeded)� on page 14

! �Delivery Mode: Use App Thresholds (Not Exceeded)� on page 16

! �Delivery Mode: Client Delivers Locally� on page 18

For an explanation of access modes and delivery modes, see "Post Office 
Access Modes" and "Post Office Delivery Modes for Direct Access" in 
"Message Delivery and Storage in the Post Office" in the Agent Setup guide.
Message Delivery in the Local Post Office 11
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Access Mode: Client/Server
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another in the local post office when the client and POA 
communicate by way of TCP/IP.

Stage Icon Description

Sender
The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The access 
mode setting for the post office is Client/Server Only.

Sender�s 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client communicates with the POA by way of TCP/IP.
12 Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure
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POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and performs the 
following actions for the sender:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender�s user database (USERxxx.DB) so the 
message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message 
to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists 
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

The POA also performs the following actions for the recipient:

! Creates a pointer in each recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) to the 
message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) so the new message 
appears in the recipient's mailbox.

! Updates the message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) with a 
Delivered status for each recipient.

POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP that a new 
message has arrived. 

Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient 
that a new message has arrived. 

Recipient
Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the Opened status to the POA 
by way of TCP/IP.

POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA receives the Opened status from the GroupWise client and updates 
the message in the message database with the Opened status for each 
recipient who opens the message.

POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicate the Opened status to the sender's GroupWise client by 
way of TCP/IP.

Stage Icon Description
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Delivery Mode: Use App Thresholds (Exceeded)
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another in the local post office when the client connection to the 
post office is a mapped or UNC link and the app threshold has been exceeded.

Sender
When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and 
possibly Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description

 Sender The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The delivery 
mode setting for the post office is Use App Thresholds, and the threshold is 
exceeded.

Because the threshold is exceeded, the POA will write to the recipients' 
databases instead of the GroupWise client to return control to the client user 
more quickly. However, the GroupWise client still writes to the sender's 
databases. 

Stage Icon Description
14 Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the 
message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_ office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message 
to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists 
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of 
the POA input queue. 

 
POA in Local 
Post Office

The POA also performs the following actions for the recipient:

! Creates a pointer in each recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) to the 
message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) so the new message 
appears in the recipient's mailbox. 

! Updates the message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) with a 
Delivered status for each recipient.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient 
that a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the message 
database with an Opened status for that recipient.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
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Delivery Mode: Use App Thresholds (Not Exceeded)
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another in the local post office when the client connection to the 
post office is a mapped or UNC link and the app threshold has not been 
exceeded.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The delivery mode 
setting for the post office is Use App Thresholds, but the threshold is not exceeded. 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)
16 Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for each recipient: 

! Updates each recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new message 
appears in each recipient's mailbox and updates the notification information in 
the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Updates the message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) with a 
Delivered status for each recipient.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the message database 
with an Opened status for that recipient.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
Message Delivery in the Local Post Office 17
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Delivery Mode: Client Delivers Locally
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another in the local post office when the client connection to the 
post office is a mapped or UNC link and the client is required to perform all 
local delivery.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The delivery mode 
setting for the post office is Client Delivers Locally. Therefore, the GroupWise client 
updates the databases of all recipients. 

When a user sends a message to a large number of recipients, the user may 
experience a pause while the GroupWise client updates the databases. If the 
pause is unacceptable, set the delivery mode for the post office to Use App 
Thresholds. 
18 Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for each recipient:

! Updates each recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new message 
appears in each recipient's mailbox and updates the notification information in 
the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Updates the message in the message database (MSG0-24.DB) with a 
Delivered status for each recipient.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the message database 
with an Opened status for that recipient.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
Message Delivery in the Local Post Office 19
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2 Message Delivery to a Different Post 
Office

The MTA handles message transfer between post offices.

! �TCP/IP Link Open: Transfer between Post Offices Successful� on page 
22

! �TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices Delayed� on page 
26

! �Mapped/UNC Link Open: Transfer between Post Offices Successful� on 
page 30

! �Mapped/UNC Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices Delayed� on 
page 33

For an explanation of link types and link protocols, see "Understanding Link 
Configuration" in the Agent Setup guide.
Message Delivery to a Different Post Office 21
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TCP/IP Link Open: Transfer between Post Offices 
Successful

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise® message travels 
from one user to another between post offices in the same domain when the 
TCP/IP link between the post office and the domain is open.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in the same 
domain.

In this diagram, the access mode setting in the local post office is Client/Server 
Only. For alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message 
Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by way of TCP/
IP.
22 Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and performs the 
following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the 
message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message 
to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists 
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of 
the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, in case the TCP/IP link to 
the MTA is currently closed. 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA by way of TCP/IP, and 
deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP transfer to the 
MTA was successful.

To see what would happen if the TCP/IP link to the MTA were closed, see �TCP/
IP Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices Delayed� on page 26.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA receives the message and places it into the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA then communicates the message to the POA in the recipient's post 
office by way of TCP/IP. When the transmission is successful, the MTA deletes 
the message from the MTA "in progress" queue.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's post office were closed, the message would 
be placed in the closed post office's holding queue in the MTA's MSLOCAL 
directory for later transfer. The resulting message flow would be parallel to what 
occurs when a domain is closed. See �TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between 
Domains Delayed� on page 42 for a similar message flow that illustrates how 
messages to closed facilities are handled.

Stage Icon Description
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post office 
performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding 
to the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the 
message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office. It also 
communicates the Delivered status message directly to the MTA by way of 
TCP/IP. When that transmission is successful, the copy in the MTA input 
queue is deleted.

 
POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP that a new 
message has arrived. 

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient 
that a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the Opened status message 
to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status message to the 
MTA by way of TCP/IP.

Stage Icon Description
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MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA places the status message into the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) 
queue.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the sender's post 
office by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA in 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as 
well if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicates the status to the sender's GroupWise client by way of 
TCP/IP.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and 
possibly Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
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TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices 
Delayed

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another between post offices in the same domain when the TCP/IP 
link between the post office and the domain is closed.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in the same 
domain.

In this diagram, the access mode setting in the local post office is Client/Server 
Only. For alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message 
Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by way of TCP/
IP.
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and performs the 
following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the 
message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message 
to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists 
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of 
the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, in case the TCP/IP link to 
the MTA is currently closed. 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA then attempts to communicate the message to the MTA by way of 
TCP/IP, but the MTA does not respond. The POA leaves the copy of the 
message in the MTA input queue and periodically attempts to contact the MTA. 
When the MTA responds again, the POA communicates the message and 
deletes the copy in the MTA input queue once the TCP/IP transmission to the 
MTA is successful.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA receives the message and places it into the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA then communicates the message to the POA in the recipient's post 
office by way of TCP/IP. When the transmission is successful, the MTA deletes 
the message from the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's post office were closed, the message would 
be placed in the closed post office's holding queue in the MTA's MSLOCAL 
directory for later transfer. The resulting message flow would be parallel to what 
occurs when a domain is closed. For a similar message flow that illustrates how 
messages to closed facilities are handled, see �TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer 
between Domains Delayed� on page 42.
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post office 
performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding 
to the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the 
message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office. It also 
communicates the Delivered status message directly to the MTA by way of 
TCP/IP and when that transmission is successful, the copy in the MTA input 
queue is deleted. 

 
POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP that a new 
message has arrived. 

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient 
that a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the Opened status message 
to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status message to the 
MTA by way of TCP/IP.

Stage Icon Description
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MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA places the status message into the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) 
queue.

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the sender's post 
office by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA in 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as 
well if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
POA for Local 
Post Office

The POA communicates the Opened status to the sender's GroupWise client by 
way of TCP/IP.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and 
possibly Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
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Mapped/UNC Link Open: Transfer between Post Offices 
Successful

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another between post offices in the same domain when the mapped 
or UNC link between the post office and the domain is open.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in the same 
domain. 

In this diagram, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use App 
Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded. For alternative message flows 
within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11.
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
MTA input queue in the sender's post office.

If a different delivery mode were in effect for the post office, some or all of these 
actions would be performed by the POA instead of the GroupWise client. For 
alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the 
Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
MTA for 
Local 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects a new message, the MTA picks up the message from the sender's 
post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From 
there the MTA transfers the message to the output queue in the recipient's post 
office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the recipient's post 
office. 
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new message, the POA 
for the recipient's post office performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an Opened status message in the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post 
office.

 
MTA for 
Local 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue for messages to 
process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input queues. See 
"Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the recipient's post 
office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there 
the MTA transfers the message to the output queue in the sender's post office. The 
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the sender's post office.

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
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Mapped/UNC Link Closed: Transfer between Post 
Offices Delayed

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another between post offices in the same domain when the mapped 
or UNC link between the post office and the domain is closed.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 
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Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in the same 
domain. 

In this diagram, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use App 
Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded. For alternative message flows 
within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11.

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the 
message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message 
to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists 
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of 
the MTA input queue in the sender's post office.

If a different delivery mode were in effect for the post office, some or all of these 
actions would be performed by the POA instead of the GroupWise client. For 
alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the 
Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects a new message, the MTA picks up the message from the 
sender's post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) 
queue. However, because the recipient's post office is closed, the MTA cannot 
complete the delivery. Therefore, the MTA stores the message in the holding 
queue for the recipient's post office in the MSLOCAL directory.

When the recipient's post office is open again, the MTA transfers the delayed 
message from the post office holding queue to the MTA output queue in the 
recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in 
the recipient's post office. 
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new message, the 
POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the 
message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient 
that a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an Opened status message in the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post 
office. 

 
MTA for 
Local Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the sender's post 
office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. Because the 
sender's post office is open, the MTA can immediately transfer the message to 
the output queue in the sender's post office. The MTA output queue is the input 
queue for the POA in the sender's post office.
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as 
well if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 

Stage Icon Description
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3 Message Delivery to a Different 
Domain

The MTA handles message transfer between domains.

! �TCP/IP Link Open: Transfer between Domains Successful� on page 38

! �TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between Domains Delayed� on page 42

! �Mapped/UNC Link Open: Transfer between Domains Successful� on 
page 46

! �Mapped/UNC Link Closed: Transfer between Domains Delayed� on 
page 49

! �Alternate Link Configuration: Transfer Pull� on page 53

For an explanation of link types and link protocols, see "Understanding Link 
Configuration" in the Agent Setup guide.
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TCP/IP Link Open: Transfer between Domains 
Successful

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise® message travels 
from one user to another when the domains are connected by a TCP/IP link 
and the link is open.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a post office in a different domain. 

In this diagram, the access mode setting for the local post office is Client/Server 
Only. For alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery 
in the Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and performs the 
following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
MTA input queue in the sender's post office, in case the TCP/IP link to the MTA 
is currently closed. 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA for the sender's domain by 
way of TCP/IP, and deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP 
transfer to the MTA was successful.

To see what would happen if the TCP/IP link to the MTA were closed, see �TCP/IP 
Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices Delayed� on page 26.

 
MTA for
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain receives the message and places it into the MTA 
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain then communicates the message to the MTA for 
the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's domain were closed, the message would be 
placed in the closed domain's holding queue in the MTA's MSLOCAL directory for 
later transfer. See �TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between Domains Delayed� on 
page 42.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain receives the message and places it into the 
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain then communicates the message to the POA 
in the recipient's post office by way of TCP/IP.
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post office performs 
the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office. It also communicates the 
Delivered status message directly to the MTA by way of TCP/IP and when that 
transmission is successful, the copy in the MTA input queue is deleted.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates to the GroupWise client by 
way of TCP/IP that a new message has arrived.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the Opened status message to 
the POA by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status message to the 
MTA for the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP.

Stage Icon Description
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MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain places the status message into the MTA "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain communicates the status message to the MTA 
for the sender's domain by way of TCP/IP.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain places the status message into the MTA "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain communicates the status message to the POA 
for the sender's post office by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office communicates the status to the sender's 
GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 
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TCP/IP Link Closed: Transfer between Domains Delayed
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another when the domains are connected by a TCP/IP link and the 
link is closed.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a post office in a different domain. 

In this diagram, the access mode setting for the local post office is Client/Server 
Only. For alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery 
in the Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and performs the 
following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
MTA input queue in the sender's post office, in case the TCP/IP link to the MTA 
is currently closed. 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA for the sender's domain by 
way of TCP/IP, and deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP 
transfer to the MTA was successful.

To see what would happen if the TCP/IP link to the MTA were closed, see �TCP/IP 
Link Closed: Transfer between Post Offices Delayed� on page 26.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain receives the message and places it into the MTA 
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain then attempts to communicate the message to 
the MTA for the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP, but the recipient MTA does 
not respond. Therefore, the MTA stores the message in its holding queue for the 
recipient's domain in the MSHOLD directory. 

When the MTA in the recipient's domain responds again, the MTA for the sender's 
domain transfers the delayed message from the domain holding queue to the MTA 
in the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain receives the message and places it into the 
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain then communicates the message to the POA 
in the recipient's post office by way of TCP/IP.
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post office performs 
the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office. It also communicates the 
Delivered status message directly to the MTA by way of TCP/IP and when that 
transmission is successful, the copy the MTA input queue is deleted.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates to the GroupWise client by 
way of TCP/IP that a new message has arrived.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the Opened status message to 
the POA by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status message to the 
MTA for the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP.

 MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain places the status message into the "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 
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MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain communicates the status message to the MTA 
for the sender's domain by way of TCP/IP.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain places the status message into the MTA "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA for the sender's domain communicates the status message to the POA 
for the sender's post office by way of TCP/IP.

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office communicates the status to the sender's 
GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP.

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 
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Mapped/UNC Link Open: Transfer between Domains 
Successful

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another when the domains are connected by a mapped or UNC link 
and the link is open.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a post office in a different domain. 

In this diagram, the delivery mode setting in the local post office is Use App 
Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded. For alternative message flows 
within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11.
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
MTA input queue in the sender's post office.

If a different delivery mode were in effect for the post office, some or all of these 
actions would be performed by the POA instead of the GroupWise client. For 
alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the 
Local Post Office� on page 11.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects a new message, the MTA picks up the message from the sender's 
post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From 
there, the MTA in the sender's domain transfers the message to the output queue 
in the recipient's domain.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA in the recipient's domain also polls its input queue. When it detects a new 
message, the MTA in the recipient's domain picks up the message from its domain 
input queue and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From 
there, the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers it to the output queue in the 
recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the 
recipient's post office. 
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new message, the POA 
for the recipient's post office performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an Opened status message in the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post 
office. 

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the recipient's post 
office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, 
the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers the status message to the output queue 
in the sender's domain.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. When it 
detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's domain picks it up and 
transfers it to the output queue in the sender's post office. The MTA output queue 
is the input queue for the POA in the sender's post office. 
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Mapped/UNC Link Closed: Transfer between Domains 
Delayed

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another when the domains are connected by a mapped or UNC link 
and the link is closed.

 
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA in the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 
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Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a post office in a different domain. 

In this diagram, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use App 
Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded. For alternative message flows 
within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11.

 
Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
sender's MTA input queue. 

If a different delivery mode were in effect for the post office, some or all of these 
actions would be performed by the POA instead of the GroupWise client. For 
alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the 
Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects a new message, the MTA picks up the message from the sender's 
post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. However, 
because the recipient's domain is closed, the MTA in the sender's domain cannot 
complete the delivery. Therefore, the MTA in the sender's domain stores the 
message in its holding queue for the recipient's domain in the MSLOCAL directory. 
From there, the MTA in the sender's domain transfers the message to the output 
queue in the recipient's domain.

When the recipient's domain is open again, the MTA in the sender's domain 
transfers the delayed message from the domain holding queue to the MTA output 
queue in the recipient's domain.
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MTA in 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA in the recipient's domain also polls its input queue. When it detects a new 
message, the MTA in the recipient's domain picks up the message from its domain 
input queue and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From 
there, the MTA transfers the message to the output queue in the recipient's post 
office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the recipient's post 
office. 

 
POA in 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new message, the POA 
in the recipient's post office performs the following actions: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an Opened status message in the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post 
office.
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MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the recipient's post 
office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, 
the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers the status message to the output queue 
in the sender's domain.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. When it 
detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's domain picks it up and 
transfers it to its output queue in the sender's post office. The MTA output queue is 
the input queue for the POA in the sender's post office. 

  
POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA in the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message). 

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message).

Stage Icon Description
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Alternate Link Configuration: Transfer Pull
This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise message travels from 
one user to another when the domains are connected by a transfer pull 
configuration.

Stage Icon Description

 
Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a post office in a different domain. 

In this diagram, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use App 
Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded. For alternative message flows 
within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the Local Post Office� on page 11.
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Sender's 
GroupWise 
Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender:

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) assigned to the 
sender.

! Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the message 
appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message to 
its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger 
than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the 
MTA input queue in the sender's post office.

If a different delivery mode were in effect for the post office, some or all of these 
actions would be performed by the POA instead of the GroupWise client. For 
alternative message flows within the post office, see �Message Delivery in the 
Local Post Office� on page 11. 

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects a new message, the MTA picks up the message from the sender's 
post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From 
there, the MTA for the sender's domain would normally transfer the message to the 
output queue in the recipient's domain. However, in this transfer pull configuration, 
the MTA for the sender's domain does not have access to the recipient's domain. 
Therefore, the MTA for the sender's domain transfers the message into the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory in the TRANSFER directory in its own domain. 
It is now the job of the MTA for the recipient's domain to pick up (or 'pull') the 
message from the sender's domain to the recipient's domain.

See "Using a Transfer Pull Configuration between Domains" in "Reconfiguring the 
MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain polls its input queue in the local domain and 
any TRANSFER directories in other domains. The transfer pull configuration is the 
only situation where an MTA scans directories outside its own directory structure.

When it detects a new message in a TRANSFER directory of another domain, the 
MTA picks up (or "pulls") the message from the other domain and transfers it to the 
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA for the recipient's 
domain transfers the message to the output queue in the recipient's post office. The 
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the recipient's post office.
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POA for 
Recipient's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new message, the POA 
in the recipient's post office performs the following actions: 

! Adds the message to the message database (MSG0-24.DB) corresponding to 
the one assigned to the sender.

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory corresponding to the one assigned to the sender and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, 
messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

! Creates a Delivered status message in the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory 
of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the recipient that 
a new message has arrived. 

 
Recipient

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

 
Recipient's 
GroupWise 
Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an Opened status message in the 
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post 
office.

 
MTA for 
Recipient's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each post office for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input 
queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the recipient's post 
office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there 
the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers the status message to the output queue 
in the sender's domain.

 
MTA for 
Sender's 
Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. When it 
detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's domain picks it up and 
transfers it to its output queue in the sender's post office. The MTA output queue is 
the input queue for the POA in the sender's post office. 
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POA for 
Sender's 
Post Office

The POA in the sender's post office updates the sender's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB) with the Delivered status information (and possibly Opened as well 
if the recipient has opened the message).

 
Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the GroupWise 
client, the message displays a status of Delivered for each recipient (and possibly 
Opened as well if the recipient has opened the message). 
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4 Message Delivery to/from GroupWise 
Remote

GroupWise® client users can still access information in their mailboxes even 
when not connected to the network.

! �Mapped/UNC Link for "Hit the Road"� on page 58

! �Modem Link to the Remote User through the Async Gateway� on page 
61
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Mapped/UNC Link for "Hit the Road"
This message flow diagram illustrates how a user who will be away from the 
network prepares to access GroupWise from a remote location.

Stage Icon Description

 
Remote 
User

The GroupWise user requests items from the master mailbox to be downloaded to 
the Remote mailbox in preparation for disconnecting from the master GroupWise 
system. For example, the user could be preparing a laptop computer for use away 
from the network using the Hit the Road feature of the GroupWise client.

  
GroupWise 
Remote

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from the master 
mailbox, GroupWise Remote places the request in the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory of 
the remote input queue on the user's remote computer. 
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GroupWise 
Remote

When the GroupWise Remote user establishes a direct network connection 
between the remote computer and the master GroupWise system, the GroupWise 
client places the request into the priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA input queue 
(WPCSIN) in the post office to which the GroupWise Remote user has connected. 
The MTA then transfers the request to the post office where the GroupWise 
Remote user's master mailbox is located. 

If the GroupWise Remote user has connected directly to the post office where the 
master mailbox is located, GroupWise Remote places the request directly into the 
priority 1 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the post office, 
so processing by the MTA is not needed.

 
MTA for 
Remote 
User's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA for the GroupWise Remote user's domain 
scans its input queue in each post office for messages to process. You can control 
the rate at which the MTA scans its input queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of 
Input Queues in the Domain and Post Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent 
Setup guide. 

When it detects the new request from the GroupWise Remote user, the MTA picks 
it up from its domain input queue and transfers it to the post office where the 
GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. The MTA output queue is the 
input queue for the POA in the post office where the GroupWise Remote user's 
master mailbox is located.

 
POA for 
Remote 
User's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. It quickly detects the new request from the 
GroupWise Remote user.

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from the master 
mailbox, the POA performs the following actions: 

! Gathers the requested items from the GroupWise Remote user's master 
mailbox (MSG0-24.DB and USERxxx.DB).

! Gathers any attachments for requested items from the 
post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 subdirectory in the GroupWise Remote user's 
post office.

! Compiles the information into a response file and places it in the priority 1 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) for return to the GroupWise 
Remote user.

 
MTA for 
Remote 
User's 
Domain

When the MTA in the GroupWise Remote user's domain detects the response for 
the GroupWise Remote user, the MTA picks it up from its post office input queue 
and transfers it to its output queue in the OFDIRECT directory in the post office 
where the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. The MTA output 
queue in the OFDIRECT directory is the input queue for the GroupWise client on 
the remote computer. 
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GroupWise 
Remote

The GroupWise client picks up the response in the post office and transfers it to its 
input queue on the GroupWise Remote user's computer. 

 
GroupWise 
Remote

Taking the items from its input queue, the GroupWise client performs the following 
actions for the GroupWise Remote user:

! Updates the GroupWise Remote message database (MSG.DB) with any items 
requested from the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox.

! Creates pointers in the GroupWise Remote user database (USER.DB) so the 
messages gathered from the master mailbox appear in the user's GroupWise 
Remote mailbox.

! Places any requested attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFDATA directory 
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database 
efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

The user's GroupWise Remote mailbox now contains current copies of requested 
items from the user's master mailbox. 

 
Remote 
User

The GroupWise user can now review current GroupWise mail after the connection 
to the master GroupWise system is no longer available.
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Modem Link to the Remote User through the Async 
Gateway

This message flow diagram illustrates how a GroupWise Remote user can 
access the master GroupWise system through the GroupWise Async Gateway.

Stage Icon Description

 
Remote 
User

The GroupWise user, who is not currently connected to the network, sends a 
message to another GroupWise user or creates a request for items from the 
master mailbox.

This message flow diagram illustrates only the simplest case where the recipient 
is in the same post office as the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox. If the 
GroupWise Remote user sends a message to a user in any other post office, the 
MTA would route the message to the appropriate destination. 
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GroupWise 
Remote

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a message to another GroupWise user, 
GroupWise Remote performs the following actions:

! Adds the message to the GroupWise Remote message database (MSG.DB) on 
the user's remote computer.

! Creates a pointer in the GroupWise Remote user database (USER.DB) so the 
message appears in the mailbox on the user's remote computer as a sent item. 

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFDATA directory and creates 
pointers from the message to its attachments on the user's remote computer. 
(For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are 
also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a copy of the message in the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory of the remote 
input queue on the user's remote computer. 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from the master 
mailbox, GroupWise Remote places the request in the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory of 
the remote input queue on the user's remote computer.

 
GroupWise 
Remote

When the user initiates the modem connection, the GroupWise client on the 
remote computer polls the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory and compresses the outgoing 
messages and/or requests into a file. If the compressed file totals over 50 KB, 
additional compressed files are created. 

The GroupWise client next moves the compressed files into the WPGWSEND 
directory, then dials in to the gateway and logs in. 

: 
GroupWise 
Remote 
(Modem 
Connection)

After the login process is completed, GroupWise Remote transmits the 
compressed message/request file(s) across the modem connection to the system 
where the user's master mailbox is located.

 
Async 
Gateway

The GroupWise Async Gateway picks up the message/request files and 
decompresses them. 

 
Async 
Gateway

The Async Gateway moves the message/request files to the MTA input queue. 
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MTA for 
Remote 
User's 
Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA for the GroupWise Remote user's domain 
scans its input queue for messages to process. You can control the rate at which 
the MTA scans its input queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the 
Domain and Post Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

When it detects the new message or request from the GroupWise Remote user, 
the MTA picks it up from its domain input queue and transfers it to its output queue 
in the post office where the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. 
The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the post office where the 
GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. 

This message flow diagram illustrates only the simplest case where the recipient 
is in the same post office as the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox. If the 
GroupWise Remote user sends a message to a user in any other post office, the 
MTA would route the message to the appropriate destination. 

Stage Icon Description
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POA for 
Remote 
User's 
Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. It quickly detects the new message or 
request from the GroupWise Remote user.

 When the GroupWise Remote user sends a message, the POA performs the 
following actions: 

! Adds the message to the GroupWise Remote user's message database 
(MSG0-24.DB). This updates the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox. 

! Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USERxxx.DB) so the new 
message appears in the recipient's mailbox and updates the notification 
information in the user database so the recipient can be notified of the 
message.

! Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 
subdirectory in the GroupWise Remote user's post office and creates pointers 
from the message to its attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and 
distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

! Creates a "Delivered" status message in the priority 1 subdirectory of the 
GroupWise Remote user's MTA input queue (WPCSIN). 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from the master 
mailbox, GroupWise Remote performs the following actions:

! Gathers the requested items from the GroupWise Remote user's master 
mailbox (MSG0-24.DB).

! Gathers any attachments for requested items from the 
post_office\OFFILES\FD0-F6 subdirectory in the GroupWise Remote user's 
post office.

! Compiles the information into a response file and places it in the priority 1 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue for return to the GroupWise Remote user.

 
MTA in 
Remote 
User's 
Domain

When the MTA in the GroupWise Remote user's domain detects the response for 
the GroupWise Remote user, the MTA picks it up from its post office input queue 
and transfers it to its output queue in the Async Gateway directory under WPGATE 
in the GroupWise Remote user's domain. The MTA output queue in the Async 
Gateway directory is the input queue for the Async Gateway. 

 
Async 
Gateway

The Async Gateway picks up the response file and moves it to the priority 1 
subdirectory of its output queue. 

Stage Icon Description
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Async 
Gateway

If the connection to the GroupWise Remote user is still active, the Async Gateway 
compresses the response files and moves them to the CMP directory. 

If the connection is no longer available, the response files wait in the 
connection_ID\1 subdirectory until a new connection is established by the 
GroupWise Remote user. 

 
Async 
Gateway 
(Modem 
Connection)

The Async Gateway transmits the response files through the modem connection 
to GroupWise Remote on the remote computer. 

 
GroupWise 
Remote

The GroupWise client on the remote computer decompresses the response files 
and places them in its input queue on the GroupWise Remote user's computer. 

 
GroupWise 
Remote

Taking the items from its input queue, the GroupWise client performs the following 
actions for the GroupWise Remote user:

! Updates the GroupWise Remote message database (MSG.DB) with any items 
requested from the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox.

! Creates pointers in the GroupWise Remote user database (USER.DB) so the 
messages gathered from the master mailbox appear in the GroupWise Remote 
user's mailbox.

! Places any requested attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFDATA directory 
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For database 
efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as 
attachments.)

The user's Remote mailbox now contains current copies of requested items from 
the user's master mailbox, plus any messages received in the user's master 
mailbox from other GroupWise users. 

 
Remote 
User

The GroupWise user can now review current GroupWise mail when the 
connection to the master GroupWise system is no longer available.
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5 Administrative Database Update

NetWare® Administrator and the agents handle database updates throughout 
the GroupWise® system.

! �TCP/IP Link between the Domain and the Post Office� on page 68

! �Mapped/UNC Link between the Domain and the Post Office� on page 
70l
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TCP/IP Link between the Domain and the Post Office
This message flow diagram illustrates how an administrative message, such as 
a database update request, passes from NetWare Administrator to the agents 
so that databases are updated throughout the GroupWise system. In this 
diagram, the MTA transfers the administrative message to the POA by was of 
TCP/IP.

Stage Actor Action

 
GroupWise 
Administrator

The administrator uses GroupWise Administrator in NetWare Administrator to 
add, modify, or delete a GroupWise object in a single-domain, single-post office 
GroupWise system. 

An object could be a GroupWise user, resource, distribution list, post office, 
secondary domain, and so on. 
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NetWare 
Administrator

NetWare Administrator performs the following actions:

! Updates the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) to reflect the addition, 
modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise Administrator.

! Creates an administrative message in the priority 2 subdirectory of the 
domain's MTA input queue (WPCSIN) to replicate the update. 

 
MTA for 
Domain

The MTA for the domain transfers the administrative message to the MTA "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA communicates the 
administrative message to the POA in the post office by way of TCP/IP. The 
administrative message notifies the POA a GroupWise object has been added, 
modified, or deleted.

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, this function of the POA was 
handled by a separate agent, the Administration Agent (ADA). The ADA no longer 
exists in GroupWise.

 
POA for 
Post Office

The POA creates a copy of the administrative message in the priority 2 
subdirectory of the administrative input queue (WPCSOUT\ADS) in the post 
office. After the update is made successfully, the copy will be deleted.

 
POA for 
Post Office

The POA updates the post office database (WPHOST.DB) to reflect the addition, 
modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise Administrator and deletes the 
administrative message from its administrative input queue.

Stage Actor Action
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Mapped/UNC Link between the Domain and the Post 
Office

This message flow diagram illustrates how an administrative message, such as 
a database update request, passes from NetWare Administrator to the agents 
so that databases are updated throughout the GroupWise system. In this 
diagram, the MTA writes the administrative message into the POA input 
queue in the post office.
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Stage Actor Action

 
GroupWise 
Administrator

The administrator uses GroupWise Administrator in NetWare Administrator to 
add, modify, or delete a GroupWise object in a single-domain, single-post office 
GroupWise system. 

An object could be a GroupWise user, resource, distribution list, post office, 
secondary domain, and so on. 

 NetWare 
Administrator

NetWare Administrator performs the following actions:

! Updates the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) to reflect the addition, 
modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise Administrator. 

! Creates an administrative message in the priority 2 subdirectory of the 
domain's MTA input queue (WPCSIN) to replicate the update. 

 MTA for 
Domain

The MTA for the domain transfers the administrative message to the MTA "in 
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA transfers the administrative 
message to the output queue in the post office. The MTA output queue is the input 
queue for the POA in the post office. The administrative message notifies the POA 
a GroupWise object has been added, modified, or deleted. 

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, this function of the POA was 
handled by a separate agent, the Administration Agent (ADA). The ADA no longer 
exists in GroupWise.

 POA for 
Post Office

The POA picks up the message from its administrative input queue in the post 
office, then updates the post office database (WPHOST.DB) to reflect the 
addition, modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise Administrator. 
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II Directory Structure Diagrams

This part of Troubleshooting 3: Message Flow and Directory Structure helps 
you understand the structure of GroupWise message transfer/storage 
directories (such as domains and post offices) and software installation 
directories. 

! �Message Transfer/Storage Directories� on page 75

! �Agent Installation Directories� on page 113

! �Administrator Tool Installation Directories� on page 123

! �Client Installation Directories� on page 135
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6 Message Transfer/Storage Directories

Message transfer and storage directories are the locations through which 
messages pass as they travel from user to user through your GroupWise® 
system.

! �Domain Directory� on page 75

! �Post Office Directory� on page 85

! �MTA Local Directory� on page 101

! �Remote Mailbox Directory� on page 106

Domain Directory

 Domain Domain directory 

 WPCSIN MTA input queue directory

 0 Live interactive requests

 1 Other interactive requests

 2 High priority messages

 3 High priority status responses

 4 Normal priority messages

 5 Normal priority status responses

 6 Low priority messages

 7 Low priority status responses

 WPTOOLS Supporting program directory

 WPGATE GroupWise gateway directory
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 WPCSOUT MTA output queue directory

 ADS MTA admin thread input queue directory

 0 Restart requests

 1 Directory synchronization requests

 2 Database updates

 3 Reserved; not currently used

 4 Reserved; not currently used

 5 Reserved; not currently used

 6 Reserved; not currently used

 7 Reserved; not currently used

 CSS MTA input queue for administrative messages

 0 MTA restart requests

 1 Statistics requests

 2 Other non-priority administrative requests

 3 Reserved; not currently used

 4 Reserved; not currently used

 5 Reserved; not currently used

 6 Reserved; not currently used

 7 Reserved; not currently used

 PROBLEM Directory for undeliverable messages

 mtaname Domain name identifier

 wpdomain.db Domain database

 wpdomain.dc Data dictionary for 4.x domain databases

 wphost.dc Data dictionary for 4.x post office databases

 gwdom.dc Data dictionary for 5.x domain databases

 gwpo.dc Data dictionary for 5.x post office databases
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Domain directory
Within the GroupWise system, a domain is hierarchically the highest level 
object. It organizes post offices into a logical grouping for addressing and 
routing purposes. Each user in the domain has an address that consists of the 
user's GroupWise user ID, the user's post office name, and the domain name 
(user.po.domain). The explicit name is not displayed in the Address Book, but 
is stored in the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB). 

WPCSIN directory
The WPCSIN subdirectory in the domain is the MTA input queue in each 
domain. It contains eight priority subdirectories to handle different types of 
message traffic. 

! Incoming user messages are queued by priority for routing to recipients' 
post offices in the local domain.

! Incoming status messages are queued by priority for routing to senders' 
post offices in the local domain.

! Outgoing administrative messages are queued for replication to other 
domains.

! In a routing domain, messages pass through this directory on their way to 
the next domain.

When a new message arrives, the MTA routes it to the appropriate destination.

For TCP/IP links, the MTA is notified immediately when a message arrives 
for processing. For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue for 
messages to process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its 
input queues. See "Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and 
Post Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

Historical Note: WP Office*, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation* (WPCorp*). The Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory name WPCSIN for the MTA input queue. Some naming conventions 
have been preserved for backward compatibility. 
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0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for service requests that demand an immediate response from the MTA. For 
example:

! NetWare® Administrator places restart requests and queue 
reconfiguration requests here for the MTA and gateways.

! MTAs for other domains route Busy Search requests through here when 
users in other domains check schedules of users in the local domain.

You can increase throughput for the priority 0 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for service requests of the next highest priority. For example:

! NetWare Administrator places directory synchronization requests here 
for the MTA admin thread.

! NetWare Administrator places statistics requests here for the MTA to 
relay to the message logging module for processing.

! MTAs for other domains route GroupWise Remote requests through here 
when GroupWise Remote users do not connect to the post office where 
their master mailboxes are located.

You can increase throughput for the priority 1 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for high priority messages. For example: 

! MTAs for other domains place incoming high priority user messages 
here. The local MTA then routes the messages to recipients' post offices.

! MTAs for other domains place incoming administrative messages here to 
replicate database updates in the local domain.
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!  The MTA admin thread places outgoing administrative messages here to 
replicate database updates to other domains.

You can increase throughput for the priority 2 and 3 subdirectories. See 
"Adjusting the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

3 directory
The priority 3 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for high priority status messages routed back to senders in local post offices. 

For example, MTAs for other domains place status responses to high priority 
user messages here. The local MTA then routes the status messages to senders' 
post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with current message 
status.

You can increase throughput for the priority 2 and 3 subdirectories. See 
"Adjusting the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

4 directory
The priority 4 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for normal priority user messages routed to recipients in local post offices.

For example, MTAs for other domains place normal priority user messages 
here. The local MTA then routes the messages to recipients' post offices. Most 
messages in your GroupWise system pass through the priority 4 subdirectory.

You can increase throughput for the priority 4 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

5 directory
The priority 5 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for normal priority status messages routed back to senders in local post 
offices. 
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For example, MTAs for other domains place status responses to normal 
priority user messages here. The local MTA then routes the status messages to 
senders' post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with current 
message status. 

6 directory
The priority 6 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for low priority user messages routed to recipients in local post offices. 

For example, MTAs for other domains place low priority user messages here. 
The local MTA then routes the messages to recipients' post offices. 

7 directory
The priority 7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the domain 
is for low priority status messages routed back to senders in local post offices.

For example, MTAs for other domains place status responses to low priority 
user messages here. The local MTA then routes the status messages to senders' 
post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with current message 
status. 

WPTOOLS directory
The WPTOOLS subdirectory in the domain contains programs that support 
GroupWise administration. 

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the WP in 
WPTOOLS. Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward 
compatibility. 

WPGATE directory
The WPGATE subdirectory in the domain contains a subdirectory for each 
GroupWise gateway you have installed in your GroupWise system. See the 
Gateway Guides for information about gateways.
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WPCSOUT directory
The WPCSOUT subdirectory in the domain is the MTA output queue in each 
domain. It contains subdirectories which function as input queues for the 
processes to which the MTA delivers messages. 

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). The Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory name WPCSOUT for the MTA output queue. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

ADS directory
The ADS subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the domain 
is the input queue for the MTA admin thread in each domain. It contains 
priority subdirectories where incoming administrative messages are queued 
for processing. When a new administrative message arrives, the MTA admin 
thread performs the requested action.

Historical Note: The MTA admin thread was previously part of a separate 
agent, the Administration Agent (ADA), which was originally named the 
Administration Server (ADS). Hence, the directory name ADS. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility.

0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the MTA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the domain is for service requests that demand an 
immediate response from the MTA admin thread. 

For example, when you create or delete a post office in NetWare 
Administrator, a restart request is placed here. The domain MTA admin thread 
processes the request and then restarts. 

1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the domain is for service requests of the next highest 
priority.
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2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the MTA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the domain is for high priority administrative messages. 
For example: 

! The MTA places administrative messages from other domains here. The 
administrative messages may instruct the MTA admin thread to add, 
modify, or delete users, post offices, or other objects in the domain. The 
MTA admin thread then processes the messages and makes the specified 
updates.

! When you use the Synchronize utility in NetWare Administrator, a 
synchronization request is placed here. The MTA admin thread then 
resends the specified administrative messages to produce the required 
database updates.

CSS directory
The CSS subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the domain 
is processed by a specialized MTA thread that responds to requests regarding 
its own configuration. It contains the eight standard priority subdirectories.

Historical Note: In an earlier version of GroupWise, the Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was called the Connection Server (CS) and this specialized 
subprocess was called the Connection Server Server (CSS). Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility.

0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the CSS input queue (WPCSOUT\CSS) in the 
domain is for service requests that demand an immediate response from the 
MTA. 

For example, when you restart the MTA in the MTA screen or in NetWare 
Administrator, a restart request is placed here. The MTA processes the request 
and restarts. 
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1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the CSS input queue (WPCSOUT\CSS) in the 
domain is for service requests of the next highest priority. 

For example, each time the statistics are updated in the MTA screen, a 
statistics request is placed here. The MTA then gathers the statistics and 
displays them on the MTA screen. 

2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the CSS input queue (WPCSOUT\CSS) in the 
domain is for non-priority requests.

PROBLEM directory
The PROBLEM subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the 
domain is where the MTA places message files that cannot be delivered 
because they are damaged in some way. Message files in the PROBLEM 
directory must be handled by the GroupWise administrator. See "Message Is 
Dropped in the PROBLEM Directory" in Troubleshooting 2: Solutions to 
Common Problems. 

MTANAME file
The MTANAME file in the domain provides the domain name associated with 
the domain directory structure. This can help you locate the domain 
information for the directory structure in NetWare Administrator. It can also 
help you check links between MTAs.

WPDOMAIN.DB file
The WPDOMAIN.DB file in the domain is the domain database. It contains 
all administrative information for the domain. 

In the primary domain, the WPDOMAIN.DB file contains all administrative 
information for your entire GroupWise system (all its domains, post offices, 
users, and so on). Because the WPDOMAIN.DB file in the primary domain is 
so crucial, you should back it up regularly and keep it secure. (You can re-
create your entire GroupWise system from the primary domain 
WPDOMAIN.DB file; however, if the primary domain WPDOMAIN.DB file 
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becomes unusable, you can no longer make administrative updates to your 
GroupWise system.) 

In a secondary domain, the WPDOMAIN.DB file contains administrative 
information about that secondary domain only.

In GroupWise 5.x domains, the data dictionary for the WPDOMAIN.DB file 
is the GWDOM.DC file. In GroupWise 4.x domains, the data dictionary is the 
WPDOMAIN.DC file. As a result, WPDOMAIN.DB files have different 
structures (schema) depending on whether they were created for 5.x or 4.x 
domains.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the WP in 
WPDOMAIN.DB. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility. 

WPDOMAIN.DC file
The WPDOMAIN.DC file in the domain is the data dictionary for rebuilding 
GroupWise 4.x domain databases (WPDOMAIN.DB files) in secondary 
domains.

If the WPDOMAIN.DC file is missing from the primary domain, you cannot 
rebuild GroupWise 4.x secondary domains. The original WPDOMAIN.DC 
file is located in the DOMAIN subdirectory of the software distribution 
directory or on the GroupWise distribution media.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the WP in 
WPDOMAIN.DC. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility. 

WPHOST.DC file
The WPHOST.DC file in the domain is the data dictionary for rebuilding 
GroupWise 4.x post office databases (WPHOST.DB files). 

If the WPHOST.DC file is missing from a domain, you cannot rebuild 
GroupWise 4.x post offices in that domain. The original WPHOST.DC file is 
located in the DOMAIN directory of the software distribution directory or on 
the GroupWise distribution media.
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Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Post offices were originally 
called hosts. Hence, the name WPHOST.DC. Some naming conventions have 
been preserved for backward compatibility. 

GWDOM.DC file
The GWDOM.DC file in the domain is the data dictionary for creating and 
rebuilding GroupWise 5.x domain databases (WPDOMAIN.DB files) in 
secondary domains. 

If the GWDOM.DC file is missing from the primary domain, you cannot 
create or rebuild GroupWise 5.x secondary domains. The original 
GWDOM.DC file is located in the DOMAIN directory of the software 
distribution directory or on the GroupWise distribution media. 

GWPO.DC file
The GWPO.DC file in the domain is the data dictionary for creating and 
rebuilding GroupWise 5.x post office databases (WPHOST.DB files).

If the GWPO.DC file is missing from a domain, you cannot create or rebuild 
GroupWise 5.x post offices in that domain. The original GWPO.DC file is 
located in the DOMAIN directory of the software distribution directory or on 
the GroupWise distribution media. 

Post Office Directory

 post_office Post office directory

 WPCSIN MTA input queue directory

 0 Live interactive requests

 1 Other interactive requests

 2 High priority messages

 3 High priority status responses

 4 Normal priority messages

 5 Normal priority status responses

 6 Low priority messages
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 7 Low priority status responses

 GWDMS Document Management Services 
directory

 dmsh.db Shared Document Management 
Services database

 LIB0001-FF Library directories

 DMxxnn01-FF.DB Document databases

 INDEX QuickFinderTM index for library

 ARCHIVE Archive directory for library

DOCS Large document directory for library

 FD00-FF Subdirectories for documents

 OFMSG Message database directory

 msg0-24.db As many as 25 message databases

 ngwdfr.db Deferred message database

 GUARDBAK Backup guardian database

 OFUSER User database directory

 userxxx.db User databases (one per user)

 puxxxxx.db Databases for shared folders

 INDEX QuickFinder index for messages

 OFFILES Attachment store

 FD0-F6 Subdirectories for attachments

 OFWORK GroupWise working directory

 OFDIRECT Remote direct connection directory

 WPCSOUT MTA output queue directory

 OFS POA input queue directory

 0 Live interactive requests

 1 Other interactive requests

 2 High priority messages

 3 High priority status responses

 4 Normal priority messages

 5 Normal priority status responses
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Post office directory
Conceptually, a post office contains mailboxes for a set of network users. The 
users on the post office send and receive messages through their mailboxes. 

Physically, a post office is a directory structure on a network file server. The 
directory structure contains subdirectories and databases that store messages 
and the information used to distribute the messages.

WPCSIN directory
The WPCSIN subdirectory in the post office is the MTA input queue in each 
post office. It contains eight priority subdirectories to handle different types of 
message traffic.

! Outgoing user messages are queued by priority for routing to recipients 
in other post offices. 

 6 Low priority messages

 7 Low priority status responses

 ADS POA admin thread input queue

 0 Restart requests

 1 Directory synchronization requests

 2 Database updates

 3 Reserved; not currently used

 4 Reserved; not currently used

 5 Reserved; not currently used

 6 Reserved; not currently used

 7 Reserved; not currently used

 PROBLEM Directory for undeliverable messages

 wphost.db Post office database

 ngwguard.db Guardian database

 ngwguard.dc Data dictionary for databases

 ngwguard.fbk Guardian database backup

 ngwguard.rfl Guardian database roll forward log
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! Outgoing status messages are queued by priority for routing back to 
senders' post offices.

! Outgoing Busy Search requests are queued for routing to other post 
offices so users' schedules can be checked.

! GroupWise Remote requests are queued for routing to GroupWise 
Remote users' master mailboxes.

When a new message arrives, the MTA routes it to the appropriate destination.

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue for messages to 
process. You can control the rate at which the MTA scans its input queues. See 
"Adjusting MTA Polling of Input Queues in the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

For TCP/IP links, the POA passes messages to the MTA via TCP/IP. A copy 
is kept in the MTA input queue until the POA has successfully transferred the 
message.

Historical Note: WP Office*, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation* (WPCorp*). The Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory name WPCSIN for the MTA input queue. Some naming conventions 
have been preserved for backward compatibility.

0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for service requests that demand an immediate response from the 
MTA. 

For example, the GroupWise client places Busy Search requests here. The 
MTA then routes the requests to the appropriate post offices, so users' 
schedules can be checked.

You can increase throughput for the priority 0 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.
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1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for service requests of the next highest priority. For example:

! Remote with a direct connection places requests here for routing to 
GroupWise Remote users' master mailboxes.

! The POA places outgoing status messages to GroupWise Remote users 
here for routing to the async connection.

You can increase throughput for the priority 1 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for high priority user messages routed to recipients in other post 
offices, domains, or systems.

For example, the GroupWise client places high priority user messages here. 
The MTA then routes the messages to the appropriate destinations.

You can increase throughput for the priority 2 and 3 subdirectories. See 
"Adjusting the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

3 directory
The priority 3 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for high priority status messages routed back to senders in other post 
offices, domains, or systems. 

For example, the GroupWise client and local POA place status responses to 
high priority user messages here. The MTA then routes the status messages to 
the appropriate post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with current 
message status. 

You can increase throughput for the priority 2 and 3 subdirectories. See 
"Adjusting the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post 
Offices" in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.
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4 directory
The priority 4 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for normal priority user messages routed to recipients in other post 
offices, domains, or systems. 

For example, the GroupWise client places normal priority user messages here. 
The MTA then routes the messages to the appropriate destinations. Most 
messages in your GroupWise system pass through the priority 4 subdirectory.

You can increase throughput for the priority 4 subdirectory. See "Adjusting 
the Number of MTA Scanner Threads for the Domain and Post Offices" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

5 directory
The priority 5 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for normal priority status messages routed back to senders in other 
post offices, domains, or systems. 

For example, the GroupWise client and local POA place status responses to 
normal priority user messages here. The MTA then routes the status messages 
to the appropriate post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with 
current message status. 

6 directory
The priority 6 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for low priority user messages routed to recipients in other post 
offices, domains, or systems. 

For example, the GroupWise client places low priority user messages here. 
The MTA then routes the messages to the appropriate destinations.

7 directory
The priority 7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue (WPCSIN) in the post 
office is for low priority status messages routed back to senders in other post 
offices, domains, or systems. 
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For example, the GroupWise client and local POA place status responses to 
low priority user messages here. The MTA then routes the status messages to 
the appropriate post offices, so senders' mailboxes can be updated with current 
message status. 

GWDMS directory
The GWDMS subdirectory in the post office is the Document Management 
Services (DMS) directory in each post office. It contains the document 
libraries associated with the post office.

DMSH.DB file
The DMSH.DB file in the document management subdirectory (GWDMS) in 
the post office is a database shared by all libraries in the post office. It contains 
a list of all available libraries and lookup tables for each library. 

LIB0001-FF directories
The LIB0001-FF subdirectories in the GWDMS subdirectory in the post 
office contain the libraries for the post office, with one library per directory. 
You can create a maximum of 256 libraries in a post office.

DMxxnn01-FF.DB files
The DMxxnn01-FF.DB files in the library subdirectories (LIB0001-FF) in the 
post office are databases for library and document information.

The DMSDnn01-FF.DB file in each library holds system data for the library, 
such as library configuration information.

The DMDDnn01-FF.DB file in each library holds document data for the 
library. Document data is the document property information for documents 
in the library.

The DMDLnn01-FF.DB file in each library holds document logging data for 
the library. Document logging data records all activities performed on 
documents in the library.

The nn in the filenames represents the partition number, which is generated by 
a hashing algorithm to guarantee uniqueness.

The 01-FF in the filenames represents the library number, matching the 
number on the library directory in which the database is found.
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INDEX directory
The INDEX subdirectories in the library subdirectories (LIB0001-FF) in the 
post office contain the QuickFinder index for the documents contained in the 
library. 

ARCHIVE directory
The ARCHIVE subdirectories in the library subdirectories (LIB0001-FF) in 
the post office contain an array of subdirectories for holding archived 
documents. The subdirectories are numbered sequentially. When the first 
archive subdirectory reaches its maximum allowable size, archived 
documents are stored in the next sequential directory, and so on. 

DOCS directory
The DOCS subdirectories in the library subdirectories (LIB0001-FF) in the 
post office contain an array of subdirectories for storing documents.

FD0-FF directories
The FD0-FF subdirectories in the DOCS subdirectory in the post office store 
documents that are equal to or greater than 2 KB in size. The 0-FF variable 
represents hexadecimal number 0 through FF, so the subdirectories are named 
FD0 through FDFF. The document databases (DMxxnn01-FF.DB files) 
contain pointers to documents stored in the subdirectories of DOCS. 

OFMSG directory
The OFMSG subdirectory in the post office contains as many as 25 databases 
where messages are stored. It serves as centralized storage for all users in the 
post office. A message needs to be stored only once to be delivered to any 
number of users in the same post office. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFMSG. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility.
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MSG0-24.DB file
The MSG0-24.DB files in the OFMSG subdirectory in the post office are the 
message databases where users� messages smaller than 2 KB are stored. To 
increase database efficiency, messages, attachments, and recipient lists equal 
to or greater than 2 KB are stored outside the MSG0-24.DB files in an array 
of subdirectories in the OFFILES directory. After the 2 KB limit is reached, 
only pointers are stored in the message databases.

The 0-24 variable in the database names is a two-digit number from zero to 
24. A hashing algorithm takes each users' GroupWise file ID (FID) to derive 
which database the user's outgoing mail is assigned to. The contents of the 
messages databases are encrypted so the text of message can only be read 
through GroupWise.

Multiple users are assigned to the same message database. You can use 
GWCheck to determine which database a specific user has been assigned to. 
See "GroupWise Check (GWCheck)" in "Stand-Alone Maintenance 
Programs" in the Maintenance guide.

NGWDFR.DB file
The NGWDFR.DB file in the OFMSG subdirectory in the post office holds 
deferred messages that users have specified for delivery at a later time. When 
users delay delivery on messages, the messages are transferred to the receiving 
post office and held in the NGWDFR.DB file until the delay expires.

 Historical Note: Earlier versions of GroupWise handled deferred messages 
through the OFPEND directory in the post office.

GUARDBAK directory
The GUARDBAK subdirectory in the OFMSG subdirectory in the post office 
holds a backup copy of the NGWGUARD.FBK file.

OFUSER directory
The OFUSER subdirectory in the post office contains a separate database 
(mailbox) for each GroupWise user.

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFUSER. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 
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USERxxx.DB file
The USERxxx.DB files in the OFUSER subdirectory in the post office are user 
databases where the contents of users� mailboxes are stored, as displayed in 
the GroupWise client In addition, each user database contains:

! Some personal client program settings 

! Personal appointments 

! Personal groups

! Personal notes

! Rules 

Personal client settings that remain the same regardless of what workstation a 
user logs in to are stored in the user database. Personal client settings that are 
customized for a particular workstation are stored in the Windows* Registry. 

The xxx variable in the database names is each user's GroupWise file ID (FID).

PUxxxxx.DB file
The PUxxxxx.DB files in the OFUSER subdirectory in the post office are 
databases for replicated items such as shared folders. These databases prevent 
conflicts between user names of shared items from users in other post offices 
and user names in the local post office. 

INDEX directory
The INDEX subdirectory in the OFUSER subdirectory in the post office 
contains the QuickFinder index for users� messages stored in the post office. 

OFFILES directory
The OFFILES subdirectory in the post office contains subdirectories for 
messages, attachments, and recipient lists that are equal to or greater than 2 
KB in size. These larger messages, attachments, and recipient lists are stored 
outside the actual message databases in the OFMSG directory to increase 
database efficiency. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFFILES. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 
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FD0-F6 directories
The FD0-F6 subdirectories in the OFFILES subdirectory in the post office 
store messages, attachments, and recipient lists that are equal to or greater than 
2 KB in size. The 0-F6 variable represents hexadecimal number 0 through F6, 
so the subdirectories are named FD0 through FDF6. The message databases 
(MSG0-24.DB files) contain pointers to messages, attachments, and recipient 
lists stored in the subdirectories of OFFILES. 

OFVIEWS directory
The OFVIEWS subdirectory in the post office contains subdirectories for 
different GroupWise client platforms (Windows and Macintosh*). Within the 
platform-specific subdirectories are view (*.VEW) files that create the various 
views displayed in the GroupWise client.

The GWVIEWxx.INI and OFVIEWxx.INI files configure the standard views 
on the menus where users select views. The GWVIEWxx.INI file configures 
GroupWise 5.5 standard views. The OFVIEWxx.INI file configures standard 
views from earlier versions of GroupWise.

Custom views can also be used as standard views. See "User Wants to Set Up 
Custom Views" in "GroupWise Client Problems" in Troubleshooting 2: 
Solutions to Common Problems.

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFVIEWS. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

OFWORK directory
The OFWORK subdirectory in the post office is a working directory for 
GroupWise Remote. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFWORK. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

OFDIRECT directory
The OFDIRECT subdirectory in the working directory (OFWORK) in the 
post office is used by GroupWise Remote for direct connections.
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Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in 
OFDIRECT. Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward 
compatibility. 

WPCSOUT directory
The WPCSOUT subdirectory in the post office is the MTA output queue in 
each post office. It contains subdirectories which function as input queues for 
the other agents to which the MTA delivers messages.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). The Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory name WPCSOUT for the MTA output queue. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

OFS directory
The OFS subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the post 
office is the POA input queue in each post office. It contains eight priority 
subdirectories to handle different types of message traffic.

! Incoming user messages are queued by priority for delivery to recipients' 
mailboxes in the local post office. 

! Incoming status messages are queued by priority for delivery to senders' 
mailboxes in the local post office.

! Incoming Busy Search requests are queued for the POA to check users' 
schedules in the local post office.

The POA scans these priority subdirectories regularly. When a new message 
arrives, the POA processes the messages and performs the required actions. 

0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for service requests that demand an immediate response from the 
POA. 

For example, the MTA places Busy Search requests here so the POA can 
check recipients' schedules and quickly return the schedule information to the 
sender. 
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1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for service requests of the next highest priority.

For example, the MTA places requests from GroupWise Remote users for 
items in their master mailboxes here. The POA then processes the messages 
and returns the requested items. 

2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for high priority user messages being delivered to recipients in 
the local post office. 

For example, the MTA places high priority user messages here. The POA then 
updates the message databases and recipients' mailboxes. 

3 directory
The priority 3 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for high priority status messages coming back to senders in the 
local post office. 

For example, the MTA places status responses to high priority user messages 
here. The POA then updates the message databases and senders' mailboxes 
with current message status.

4 directory
The priority 4 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for normal priority user messages being delivered to recipients 
in the local post office. 

For example, the MTA places normal priority user messages here. The POA 
then updates the message databases and recipients' mailboxes. Most messages 
in your GroupWise system pass through the priority 4 subdirectory. 

5 directory
The priority 5 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for normal priority status messages coming back to senders in 
the local post office. 
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For example, the MTA places status responses to normal priority user 
messages here. The POA then updates the message databases and senders' 
mailboxes with current message status.

6 directory
The priority 6 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for low priority user messages being delivered to recipients in 
the local post office. 

 For example, the MTA places low priority messages here. The POA then 
updates the message databases and recipients' mailboxes.

7 directory
The priority 7 subdirectory of the POA input queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) in the 
post office is for low priority status messages coming back to senders in the 
local post office. 

For example, the MTA places status responses to low priority user messages 
here. The POA then updates the message databases and senders' mailboxes 
with current message status. 

ADS directory
The ADS subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the post 
office is the input queue for the POA admin thread in each post office. It 
contains priority subdirectories where administrative messages are queued for 
processing.

Historical Note: The POA admin thread was previously part of a separate 
agent, the Administration Agent (ADA), which was originally named the 
Administration Server (ADS). Hence, the directory name ADS. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility.

0 directory
The priority 0 subdirectory of the POA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the post office is for service requests that demand an 
immediate response from the POA admin thread. 
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1 directory
The priority 1 subdirectory of the POA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the post office is for service requests of the next highest 
priority. 

For example, a directory synchronization request that could not be performed 
when the POA admin thread received it in its domain input queue would be 
placed here in the post office for later processing.

2 directory
The priority 2 subdirectory of the POA admin thread input queue 
(WPCSOUT\ADS) in the post office is for high priority administrative 
messages.

For example, a database update request that could not be performed when the 
POA admin thread received it in its domain input queue would be placed here 
in the post office for later processing.

PROBLEM directory
The PROBLEM subdirectory of the MTA output queue (WPCSOUT) in the 
post office is a holding area for damaged message files. Problem files are 
marked with an extension indicating which GroupWise agent placed each file 
in the PROBLEM directory. 

You should check this directory periodically for problem files, resolve the 
problem, then place the files back into the appropriate queue for continued 
processing. For assistance, see "Message Is Dropped in the PROBLEM 
Directory" in "Strategies for Message Delivery Problems" in the 
Troubleshooting 2: Solutions to Common Problems.

WPHOST.DB file
The WPHOST.DB file in the post office is the post office database. It contains 
all administrative information for the post office. It also contains the Address 
Book for the post office. 

In GroupWise 5.x post offices, the data dictionary for the WPHOST.DB file 
is the GWPO.DC file. In GroupWise 4.x post offices, the data dictionary is the 
WPHOST.DC file. As a result, WPHOST.DB files have different structures 
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(schema) depending on whether they were created for GroupWise 5.x or 4.x 
post offices.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Post offices were originally 
called hosts. Hence, the name WPHOST.DB. Some naming conventions have 
been preserved for backward compatibility. 

NGWGUARD.DB file
The NGWGUARD.DB file in the post office is the guardian database. See 
"Guardian Database" in "Message Delivery and Storage in the Post Office" in 
the Agent Setup guide.

NGWGUARD.DC file
The NGWGUARD.DC file in the post office is the data dictionary for building 
the following databases in the post office: 

! NGWGUARD.DB (guardian database)

!  DMxxnn01-FF.DB (document management databases)

! MSG0-24.DB (message databases)

! USERxxx.DB (user databases) 

! PUxxxxx.DB (databases for replicated items like shared folders)

NGWGUARD.FBK file
The NGWGUARD.FBK file in the post office is a "fall back" copy of the 
NGWGUARD.DB file. If the NGWGUARD.DB file becomes damaged, the 
NGWGUARD.FBK file, along with the NGSGUARD.RFL file, can be used 
to rebuild a valid, current NGWGUARD.DB file. The NGWGUARD.FBK 
file is so important that an additional copy of it is kept in the 
OFMSG\GUARDBAK subdirectory in case the copy in the post office 
directory is inadvertently deleted. See "Guardian Database" in "Message 
Delivery and Storage in the Post Office" in the Agent Setup guide.
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NGWGUARD.RFL file
The NGWGUARD.RFL file in the post office is a roll-forward transaction log 
of every database transaction that has taken place since the last copy of the 
NGWGUARD.FBK file was created. See "Guardian Database" in "Message 
Delivery and Storage in the Post Office" in the Agent Setup guide. 

MTA Local Directory

 MSLOCAL MTA local working directory

 mmddxxx.nn MTA log files

 MSGLOG Message logging directory

 mta_log.db Message logging directory

 mta_log.dc Message logging data dictionary

 GWINPROG MTA "in progress" queue directory

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 MSHOLD MTA holding directory

 DOMAINMS Processing directory for MTA

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 mtaname Facility name identifier

 POSTx Holding directories for post offices

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 mtaname Facility name identifier

 GATEWAYx Holding directories for gateways

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 mtaname Facility name identifier

 DOMAINx Holding directories for other domains

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 mtaname Facility name identifier

 MTACONV Work area for 5.x to 4.x conversion
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MSLOCAL directory
The MSLOCAL directory is the MTA local working directory. The /work 
startup switch of the MTA specifies the location of the MSLOCAL directory. 
It must be located on the hard disk of the server or workstation where the MTA 
runs so it is always accessible. Adequate disk space must be available to hold 
messages going to destinations that are temporarily closed. 

Typical locations for the MSLOCAL directory include:

! SYS:\SYSTEM on a NetWare® server 

!  C:\ on an Windows NT* workstation 

! WPCS subdirectory in the domain (if the MTA runs on the same server 
or workstation where the domain is located) 

To move the MSLOCAL directory, stop the MTA, copy the MSLOCAL 
directory, along with all its subdirectories, to the new location. Then restart the 
MTA and specify the new location using the /work startup switch.

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, the Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was called the Message Server (MS). Hence, the MS in 
MSLOCAL. Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward 
compatibility. 

Historical Note: The MSLOCAL directory used to include the MSIBOUND 
subdirectory where messages transferring through TCP/IP links were 
processed. This now takes place in the GWINPROG directory.

MMDDXXX.NNN files
The MMDDXXX.NNN files in the MTA local directory are MTA log files. The 
MTA creates log files to inform you of its processing and any problems it 
encounters. By default, these log files are created in the MSLOCAL directory. 
You can change the location if needed. See "Agent Log Files" in "Message 
Flow Monitoring" in the Agent Setup guide.

The first two digits of the filename represent the month; the next two digits 
represent the day of the month; the next three characters indicate what 
program created the log. The three-digit extension is a sequence number for 
multiple log files created on the same day. For example, 0518mta.002 is the 
second MTA log file created on May 18.

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, the Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was called the Message Server (MS). Hence, the MS indicator 
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representing the MTA. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility. 

MSGLOG directory
The MSGLOG subdirectory in the MTA local directory contains message 
logging files. The MTA receiver threads log messages as they arrive so the 
MTA worker threads can process messages without having to scan the MTA 
input queues to look for work.

The resources used for message logging are configurable. See "Adjusting the 
Number of MTA Router Threads for the "In Progress" Queue" and "Adjusting 
the Memory Resources Used by the MTA for the "In Progress" Queue" in 
"Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

More detailed message logging by the MTA is also available, but is turned off 
by default. See "Enabling MTA Message Logging" in "Reconfiguring the 
MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

MTA_LOG.DB file
The MTA_LOG.DB file in the message logging subdirectory (MSGLOG) in 
the MTA local directory is the database used by the MTA to track messages 
in its "in progress" queue.

MTA_LOG.DC file
The MTA_LOG.DC file in the message logging subdirectory (MSGLOG) in 
the MTA local directory is the data dictionary for creating the MTA_LOG.DB 
database.

GWINPROG directory
The GWINPROG subdirectory in the MTA local directory is the MTA "in 
progress" queue. It contains eight priority subdirectories parallel to those 
found in WPCSIN. All messages for recipients in the domain pass through 
GWINPROG, no matter whether they arrived by way of TCP/IP or by way of 
message files deposited into the MTA input queue by a POA or another MTA.

The resources used to process the "in progress" queue are configurable. See 
"Adjusting the Number of MTA Router Threads for the "In Progress" Queue" 
in "Optimizing the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.
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Historical Note: For TCP/IP links, this directory fills essentially the same 
function as the MSIBOUND subdirectory, which is no longer used.

MSHOLD directory
The MSHOLD subdirectory in the MTA local directory is a holding queue for 
messages addressed to domains, post offices, or gateways that are currently 
closed.

A facility might be closed because its server or workstation is down or because 
the MTA is unable to communicate with it for any other reason. When a closed 
facility is again open, the MTA moves messages from the holding queue back 
into the normal message flow.

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, the Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was called the Message Server (MS). Hence, the MS in 
MSHOLD. Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward 
compatibility. 

DOMAINMS directory
The DOMAINMS subdirectory in the holding directory (MSHOLD) in the 
MTA local directory is used for internal processing by the MTA. It does not 
contain any files a GroupWise administrator needs to access. 

Historical Note: In earlier versions of GroupWise, the Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was called the Message Server (MS). Hence, the MS in 
DOMAINMS. Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward 
compatibility. 

POSTx directories
The POSTx subdirectories in the holding directory (MSHOLD) in the MTA 
local directory represent post offices in the domain. If a post office is closed, 
the MTA routes messages for that post office into its holding queue in 
MSHOLD. When the post office is open, the MTA moves the held messages 
back into the regular message flow. For more information, see �Message 
Delivery to a Different Post Office� on page 21.

The name of the holding queue for each post office consists of the first three 
characters of the post office name, followed by four hashed characters to 
ensure uniqueness. 
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GATEWAYx directories
The GATEWAYx subdirectories in the holding directory (MSHOLD) in the 
MTA local directory represent gateways in the domain. If a gateway is closed, 
the MTA routes messages for that gateway into its holding queue in 
MSHOLD. When the gateway is open, the MTA moves the held messages 
back into the regular message flow through the gateway.

The name of the holding queue for each gateway consists of the first three 
characters of the gateway name, followed by four hashed characters to ensure 
uniqueness. 

DOMAINx directories
The DOMAINx subdirectories in the holding directory (MSHOLD) in the 
MTA local directory represent domains to which the current domain has a 
direct link. If a domain is closed, the MTA routes messages for that domain 
into its holding queue in MSHOLD. When the domain is open, the MTA 
moves the held messages back into the regular message flow. For more 
information, see �Message Delivery to a Different Domain� on page 37.

The name of the holding queue for each domain consists of the first three 
characters of the domain name, followed by four hashed characters to ensure 
uniqueness. 

0-7 directories
The priority 0-7 subdirectories in each holding queue in the MSHOLD 
subdirectory correspond to the priority 0-7 subdirectories located in each 
domain, post office, or gateway. See the following directory structures for 
more information about its priority 0-7 subdirectories: 

! �Domain Directory� on page 75

! �Post Office Directory� on page 85

MTANAME files
The MTANAME files in the closed facility holding queues in the MTA local 
directory provide the facility name associated with the domain, post office, or 
gateway holding queue. They can help you check links between MTAs in 
NetWare Administrator without having to go to the MTA operation screen to 
determine the facility name. To associate a facility name with its holding 
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queue directory from the MTA operation screen, click Configuration Status > 
select the facility > click Details.

MTACONV directory
The MTACONV subdirectory in the MTA local directory is the working 
directory where the MTA converts GroupWise 5.x messages to 4.x format for 
transfer to a GroupWise 4.x system. After the conversion is finished, this 
directory should be empty. 

Remote Mailbox Directory

 Remote mailbox GroupWise Remote mailbox

 WPCSIN Input queue for GroupWise Remote

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 ROFDATA Remote database directory

 msg.db Remote message database

 user.db Remote user database

 wprof.db Remote Address Book

 wprof.dc Data dictionary for Remote Address Book

 ngwguard.db Remote guardian database

 ngwguard.dc Data dictionary for Remote guardian database

 puxxxxx.db Database for shared folders

 GWDMS Document Management Services directory

 dmsh.db Shared DMS database

 INDEX QuickFinder index for Remote mailbox

 WPGWSEND Output queue to master mailbox

 WPGWRECV Input queue from master mailbox

 WPCSOUT\OFS Output queue for GroupWise Remote

 0-7 Priority subdirectories

 remoten.log Remote connection log
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Remote mailbox directory
The GroupWise Remote mailbox is a directory structure that functions similar 
to a post office. Like a post office, it contains databases and input/output 
queues. 

WPCSIN directory
The WPCSIN subdirectory in the Remote mailbox directory is the input queue 
for the connection that will transfer messages to your master GroupWise 
system. Messages from GroupWise Remote are processed through the priority 
1 subdirectory of WPCSIN. 

When the user initiates the connection to the master GroupWise system, 
GroupWise Remote polls the WPCSIN\1 directory and compresses the 
outgoing messages, requests, or both into a file. If the compressed file totals 
over 50 KB, additional compressed files are created. GroupWise Remote then 
moves the compressed files into the WPGWSEND directory.

Historical Note: WP Office*, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation* (WPCorp*). The Message Transfer 
Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory name WPCSIN for the input queue, although the MTA is not 
involved in processing messages in your Remote mailbox. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

0-7 directories
The priority 0-7 subdirectories in the connection input queue (WPCSIN) in the 
Remote mailbox directory parallel those found in the WPCSIN directory in 
the remote user's post office on the master GroupWise system. 

ROFDATA directory
The ROFDATA subdirectory in the Remote mailbox directory contains the 
databases accessed by GroupWise Remote. The databases in ROFDATA are 
similar to the databases found in post offices. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office Remote. Hence, 
the ROF in ROFDATA. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility.
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MSG.DB file
The MSG.DB file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the Remote 
mailbox directory is the remote equivalent of the MSG0-24.DB files in the 
OFMSG directory in the post office where your master mailbox is located. 
The MSG.DB file contains messages you have downloaded from your master 
mailbox. 

USER.DB file
The USER.DB file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the Remote 
mailbox directory is the remote equivalent of the USERxxx.DB files in the 
OFUSER directory in the post office where your master mailbox is located. 
The USER.DB file contains user information you have downloaded from your 
master mailbox.

WPROF.DB file
The WPROF.DB file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the Remote 
mailbox directory contains the remote version of the GroupWise Address 
Book if you have downloaded it. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office Remote. Hence, 
the WPROF in WPROF.DB. Some naming conventions have been preserved 
for backward compatibility. 

WPROF.DC file
The WPROF.DC file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the Remote 
mailbox directory is the data dictionary for the remote Address Book 
(WPROF.DB). 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office Remote. Hence, 
the WPROF in WPROF.DC. Some naming conventions have been preserved 
for backward compatibility. 
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NGWGUARD.DB file
The NGWGUARD.DB file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the 
Remote mailbox directory is the guardian database for the GroupWise Remote 
mailbox. It is parallel in function to the NGWGUARD.DB file in the post 
office.

NGWGUARD.DC file
The NGWGUARD.DC file in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the 
Remote mailbox directory is the data dictionary for building the databases in 
the GroupWise Remote mailbox. It is parallel in function to the 
NGWGUARD.DC file in the post office. 

PUxxxxx.DB files
The PUxxxxx.DB files in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the 
Remote mailbox directory are databases for replicated items such as shared 
folders. These databases prevent conflicts between user names of shared items 
from users in other post offices and user names in the Remote user�s post 
office. They are parallel to the PUxxxxx.DB files in the post office.

GWDMS directory
The GWDMS subdirectory in the remote data directory (ROFDATA) in the 
Remote mailbox directory is the Document Management Services directory. 
It contains the document libraries you have downloaded from your master 
GroupWise system. It has the same structure as the GWDMS subdirectory in 
the post office.

DMSH.DB file
The DMSH.DB file in the remote document management subdirectory 
(GWDMS) in the Remote mailbox directory is a database shared by all 
libraries that have been downloaded to your GroupWise Remote mailbox. It 
contains a list of all available libraries and lookup tables for each library.
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INDEX directory
The INDEX directory in the remote document management subdirectory 
(GWDMS) in the Remote mailbox directory contains the QuickFinder index 
for the documents contained in the library. 

WPGWSEND directory
The WPGWSEND subdirectory in the Remote mailbox directory holds 
compressed files that contain outgoing messages, requests, or both. When a 
connection to your master GroupWise system is established, GroupWise 
Remote uploads the files across the link. 

Historical Note: WP Office Remote, the predecessor of GroupWise Remote, 
was originally designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the 
name WPGWSEND. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility. 

WPGWRECV directory
The WPGWRECV subdirectory in the Remote mailbox directory holds 
compressed files that contain messages or other information that have been 
downloaded from your master mailbox. GroupWise Remote decompresses the 
files and places the message files into the WPCSOUT\OFS\1 directory.

Historical Note: WP Office Remote, the predecessor of GroupWise Remote, 
was originally designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the 
name WPGWRECV. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility.

WPCSOUT\OFS directory
The WPCSOUT\OFS subdirectory in the Remote mailbox directory is the 
output queue for the connection that transfers messages from your master 
GroupWise system. Messages from GroupWise Remote are processed 
through the priority 1 subdirectory of WPCSOUT\OFS. 

GroupWise Remote scans the WPCSOUT\OFS\1 subdirectory and updates 
the USER.DB and MSG.DB files with the information received from the 
master mailbox.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). The Message Transfer 
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Agent (MTA) was originally named the Connection Server (CS). Hence, the 
directory names WPCSIN and OFS for the input queue, though the MTA is 
not involved in processing messages in your Remote mailbox. Some naming 
conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility.

0-7 directories
 The priority 0-7 subdirectories in the connection output queue 
(WPCSOUT\OFS) in the Remote mailbox directory parallel those found in 
the OFS subdirectory in the remote user's post office on the master GroupWise 
system. 

REMOTEn.LOG
The REMOTEn.LOG files in the connection output queue (WPCSOUT\OFS) 
in the Remote mailbox directory are saved versions of the connection logs you 
can view in GroupWise Remote. These log files can be useful for 
troubleshooting problems with your modem or with your connection to your 
master GroupWise system. 
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7 Agent Installation Directories

The GroupWise® agent installation directories contain different subdirectories 
and files depending on the platform where the agent is installed.

! �NLM POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 113

! �NT POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 116

! �UNIX POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 118

NLM POA and MTA Installation Directory

 Agent directory NLM agent installation directory

 gwenn2.nlm GroupWise 5.5 Agent Engine

 gwpoa.nlm Post Office Agent (POA) program

 gwmta.nlm Message Transfer Agent (MTA) program

 strtupxx.poa POA startup file

 strtupxx.mta MTA startup file

 gwpoanxx.hlp    POA online help files

 gwmtanxx.hlp MTA online help files

 gwpoanxx.fil POA language information files

 gwmtanxx.fil MTA language information files

 grpwise.ncf Agent load file
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NLM agent installation directory
When you first install GroupWise Administrator, the GroupWise agents are 
initially installed in platform-specific subdirectories in the AGENTS 
directory. However, the agents cannot be run from this initial location. They 
must be installed on the servers or workstations where they will run.

On a NetWare® server, the GroupWise agents are typically installed in the 
SYS:\SYSTEM directory.

GWENN2.NLM file
The GWENN2.NLM file is the GroupWise 5.5 Agent Engine, a program that 
is shared by both GroupWise agents. It provides the following services to the 
agents: 

! Database management 

! File operations

! Message handling

! Thread management

! Semaphores (file/record locking)

! Date/time services

The first agent loaded on a server automatically loads the GroupWise Agent 
Engine. 

GWPOA.NLM file
The GWPOA.NLM file is the Post Office Agent program. You load this 
NLMTM to start the Post Office Agent. See "Starting the POA" in the Agent 
Setup guide.

GWMTA.NLM file
The GWMTA.NLM is the Message Transfer Agent program. You load this 
NLM to start the Message Transfer Agent. See "Starting the MTA" in the 
Agent Setup guide.

Historical Note: The MTA used to use separate NLM programs for TCP/IP 
and address lookup functions. All MTA functionality is now contained in 
GWMTA.NLM.
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STRTUPxx.POA file
The POA startup file is an optional file that contains startup switches for the 
POA. Switch settings placed in the POA startup file override comparable 
options set for the POA in NetWare Administrator. The xx in the startup 
filename represents a two-letter language code.

During installation, a customized version of the POA startup file, named 
post_office.POA, is created. This customized version has the /home startup 
switch automatically set to the post office directory the POA will service. See 
"POA Startup Switches" and "Starting the POA" in the Agent Setup guide.

STRTUPxx.MTA file
The MTA startup file is an optional file that contains startup switches for the 
MTA. Switch settings placed in the MTA startup file override comparable 
options set for the MTA in NetWare Administrator. The xx in the startup 
filename represents a two-letter language code.

During installation, a customized version of the MTA startup file, named 
domain.MTA, is created. This customized version has the /home startup 
switch automatically set to the domain directory the MTA will service. See 
"MTA Startup Switches" and "Starting the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

NLM_agentnxx.HLP files
Online Help is available by pressing F1 in the agent operation screens on the 
server console. 

The first five characters of the filename are the agent name. The digit n is a 
version number. The last two characters xx are a language code. 

NLM_agentnxx.fil files
These files contain all language-specific information for the GroupWise 
agents. The first five characters of the filename are the agent name. The digit 
n is a version number. The last two characters xx are a language code. 
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GRPWISE.NCF file
The GRPWISE.NCF file is the NetWare configuration file that automatically 
loads the agents whenever the server is restarted. A typical GRPWISE.NCF 
file would look similar to the following:

LOAD SYS:\SYSTEM\GWMTA.NLM @CORPDOM.MTA 
LOAD SYS:\SYSTEM\GWPOA.NLM @ACCTPO.POA

NT POA and MTA Installation Directory

NT agent installation directory
When you first install GroupWise Administrator, the GroupWise agents are 
initially installed in platform-specific subdirectories in the AGENTS 
directory. However, the agents cannot be run from this initial location. They 
must be installed on the servers or workstations where they will run.

On a Windows NT* workstation, the GroupWise agents can be installed in 
any directory you choose. The agent icons are set up to include the full path to 
whatever directory you choose. 

 Agent directory NT agent installation directory

 gwenv1a.dll GroupWise Agent Engine

 gwpoa.exe Post Office Agent (POA) program

 gwmta.exe Message Transfer Agent (MTA) program

 strtupxx.poa POA startup file

 strtupxx.mta MTA startup file

 gwpoanxx.hlp POA online help file

 gwmtanxx.hlp  MTA online help file

 gwpoanxx.dll POA language information files

 gwmtanxx.dll MTA language information files
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GWENV1A.DLL file
The GWENV1A.DLL file is the GroupWise Agent Engine, a program that is 
shared by both GroupWise agents. It provides the following services to the 
agents: 

! Database management 

! File operations

! Message handling

! Thread management

! Semaphores (file/record locking)

! Date/time services

The first agent started on a workstation automatically starts the GroupWise 
Agent Engine DLL.

GWPOA.EXE file
The GWPOA.EXE file is the Post Office Agent program. You run this 
executable file to start the Post Office Agent. See "Starting the POA" in the 
Agent Setup guide.

GWMTA.EXE file
The GWMTA.EXE is the Message Transfer Agent program. You run this 
executable file to start the Message Transfer Agent. See "Starting the MTA" 
in the Agent Setup guide.

Historical Note: The MTA used to use separate DLL programs for TCP/IP and 
address lookup functions. All MTA functionality is now contained in 
GWMTA.EXE.

STRTUPxx.POA file
The POA startup file is an optional file that contains startup switches for the 
POA. Switch settings placed in the POA startup file override comparable 
options set for the POA in NetWare Administrator. The xx in the startup 
filename represents a two-letter language code.

During installation, a customized version of the POA startup file, named 
post_office.POA, is created. This customized version has the /home startup 
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switch automatically set to the post office directory the POA will service. See 
"POA Startup Switches" and "Starting the POA" in the Agent Setup guide.

STRTUPxx.MTA file
The MTA startup file is an optional file that contains startup switches for the 
MTA. Switch settings placed in the MTA startup file override comparable 
options set for the MTA in NetWare Administrator. The xx in the startup 
filename represents a two-letter language code.

During installation, a customized version of the MTA startup file, named 
domain.MTA, is created. This customized version has the /home startup 
switch automatically set to the domain directory the MTA will service. See 
"MTA Startup Switches" and "Starting the MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

NT_agentnxx.HLP files
Online Help is available by clicking Help in the agent windows on the NT 
workstation where the agents are running. In addition, dialog boxes have a 
Help button for context-sensitive Help. 

The first five characters of the filename are the agent name. The digit n is a 
version number. The last two characters xx are a language code. 

NT_agentnxx.DLL files
The NT_agentnxx.DLL files contain all language-specific information for the 
agents. The digit n is a version number. The last two characters xx are a 
language code.

UNIX POA and MTA Installation Directory

 Agent directory UNIX agent installation directory

 bin Subdirectory for agent executables

 gwpoa Post Office Agent (POA) executable

 gwmta Message Transfer Agent (MTA) 
executable

 lib Subdirectory for agent data files
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UNIX agent directory
When you first install GroupWise Administrator, the NLM and Windows NT 
GroupWise agents are initially installed in platform-specific subdirectories in 
the AGENTS subdirectory in the software distribution directory. However, 
the UNIX* agents must be downloaded from Novell Software Downloads 
(http://www.novell.com/download). The GroupWise UNIX agents can then 
be installed in any directory you choose on your UNIX server. 

bin directory
The bin directory contains the GroupWise UNIX agent executable files. The 
user who starts the UNIX agents must have execute permission to the files in 
this directory.

gwpoa file
The gwpoa file is the Post Office Agent executable. You run this program to 
start the Post Office Agent. The -home startup switch or GWPoa.home 
resource, specifying the post office directory, is required. See "Starting the 
UNIX POA" in the Agent Setup guide.

 GWPoa POA resource file

 GWMta MTA resource file

 agent1lang.fil Agent language information files

 libcomponent.so.1 Solaris* library files

 help Subdirectory for agent help files

 gwpoaxnn.lang POA online help files

 gwmtaxnn.lang MTA online help files

 image Subdirectory for agent graphics

 color Subdirectory for color graphics

 mono Subdirectory for monochrome graphics

 lang Subdirectories for language-specific 
text

 agent.cat UNIX catalog files
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gwmta file
The gwmta file is the Message Transfer Agent executable. You run this 
program to start the Message Transfer Agent. The -home startup switch or 
GWMta.home resource, specifying the domain directory, is required. See 
"Starting the UNIX MTA" in the Agent Setup guide.

lib directory
The lib directory contains the GroupWise UNIX agent data files. The user 
who starts the UNIX agents must have read permission to the files in this 
directory.

GWPoa file
The GWPoa file contains resources and settings for the Post Office Agent. 
Resource settings placed in the GWPoa file override comparable options set 
for the POA in NetWare Administrator.

The GWPoa file is installed in the lib subdirectory of the agent installation 
directory, but it can be moved to a different directory. Set the XAPPLRESDIR 
environment variable to the directory where the GWPoa file is located.

GWMta file
The GWMta file contains resources and settings for the Message Transfer 
Agent. Resource settings placed in the GWMta file override comparable 
options set for the MTA in NetWare Administrator.

The GWMta file is installed in the lib subdirectory of the agent installation 
directory, but it can be moved to a different directory. Set the XAPPLRESDIR 
environment variable to the directory where the GWMta file is located.

agent1lang.fil files
The agent1lang.fil files contain all language-specific information for the 
GroupWise UNIX agents. The lang portion of the filename represents a two-
character language code. 
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libcomponent.so.1 files
The libcomponent.so.1 files are Solaris library files required by the 
GroupWise UNIX agents. They are installed in the lib directory, then linked 
to /usr/lib, so that disk space usage in /usr is minimized.

help directory
The help directory contains the online Help files that accompany the 
GroupWise UNIX agents. 

agentnn.lang files
Online Help is available by clicking Help in the GroupWise UNIX agent 
windows.

The first five characters of the filename are the agent name. The nn represents 
a sequential number. The lang file extension represents a two-character 
language code. 

image/color and image/mono directories
The image directory contains the color subdirectory for color graphics and the 
mono subdirectory for monochrome graphics used by the GroupWise UNIX 
agents. The gwpoa.xpm and gwmta.xpm files are the images that appear when 
the GroupWise UNIX agents start.

lang subdirectories
The lang subdirectory name represents the standard two-character language 
codes. Language-specific files are stored in each lang subdirectory.

agent.cat files
The agent.cat files are language-specific catalog files where user interface text 
strings are stored.
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8 Administrator Tool Installation 
Directories

The administrator tool installation directories contain the software you need 
to administer GroupWise®.

! �GroupWise Administrator Installation Directory� on page 123

! �Software Distribution Directory� on page 127

GroupWise Administrator Installation Directory

LAN or WAN Enterprise network

 NetWare 4.1x/5.x server Server where you install GroupWise 
Administrator

 PUBLIC\WIN32 NetWare® PUBLIC directory for 32-bit 
programs

 nwadmn32.exe New NetWare Administrator 
executable

 nwxxxxxx.dll New NetWare Administrator DLL 
programs

 gwxxxxxx.exe GroupWise Administrator executables

 gwxxxxxx.dll GroupWise Administrator DLL 
programs

 *.dll Other supporting DLL programs

 NLS Multiple language subdirectories for 
language-specific DLL programs
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LAN or WAN
The network where GroupWise is installed can consist of various kinds of 
servers and workstations.

NetWare 4.1x/5.x server
GroupWise must be administered from NetWare Administrator. Therefore, at 
least one NetWare 4.1x or NetWare 5.x server is required in a GroupWise 
installation. However, domains, post offices, agents, and client software may 
reside on other platforms (for example, NetWare 3.1 or Windows NT*).

PUBLIC\WIN32 directory
The \PUBLIC\WIN32 directory on the SYS volume of a NetWare server is the 
standard location for public accessible system files for 32-bit programs that 
can run on Windows 95/98/NT.

On the GroupWise distribution CD, the NWADMIN\PUBLIC\WIN32 
subdirectory contains new versions of NetWare Administrator files, required 
for use with GroupWise, that are installed into the PUBLIC\WIN32 directory 
when GroupWise is installed on the NetWare server. However, if the existing 

 Windows 95/98/NT PC Workstation where you run NetWare 
Administrator

 NetWare 5.x server Location where you can set up 
GroupWise domains, post offices, and 
agents

 NetWare 4.1x server Location where you can set up 
GroupWise domains, post offices, and 
agents

 NetWare 3.1x server Location where you can set up 
GroupWise domains, post offices, and 
agents

 NT server/workstation Location where you can set up 
GroupWise domains, post offices, and 
agents

 UNIX server Location where you can set up 
GroupWise domains, post offices, and 
agents
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NetWare files are newer than those included with GroupWise, the existing 
files are not overwritten. 

NWADMN32.EXE file
The NWADMN32.EXE file is the version of NetWare Administrator required 
for running GroupWise Administrator.

NWxxxxxx.DLL files
The NWxxxxxx.DLL files are the supporting DLL programs required for 
running NetWare Administrator.

GWxxxxxx.EXE files
The GWxxxxxx.EXE files are the GroupWise Administrator executables 
accessed through NetWare Administrator. Whenever you work with 
GroupWise objects in NetWare Administrator, you are using GroupWise 
Administrator. 

GWxxxxxx.DLL files
The GWxxxxxx.DLL files make up the GroupWise Administrator program 
that becomes integrated with NetWare Administrator during GroupWise 
installation. Whenever you work with GroupWise objects in NetWare 
Administrator, you are using GroupWise Administrator.

*.DLL files
*.DLL files are dynamically linked libraries of program code used by 
executable programs. Language-independent *.DLL files are typically located 
in the same directory with the executable programs they support. Language-
specific *.DLL files are grouped into subdirectories by language. 

NLS directory
The NLS subdirectory under PUBLIC\WIN32 contains NetWare Language 
Support files, organized in language-specific subdirectories. The NLS files let 
NetWare Administrator and GroupWise Administrator be displayed in many 
different languages. 
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Windows 95/98/NT PC
The 32-bit NetWare Administrator, required for GroupWise administration, 
can be run on a Windows workstation running Windows 95, 98, or NT. 

The Windows workstation must have a drive mapped to the NetWare server 
where you installed NetWare Administrator and GroupWise Administrator. 

NetWare 5.x server
GroupWise Administrator can manage domains, post offices, and agents set 
up on NetWare 5 servers. 

NetWare 4.1x server
GroupWise Administrator can manage domains, post offices, and agents set 
up on NetWare 4.1x servers. 

NetWare 3.1x server
GroupWise Administrator can manage domains, post offices, and agents set 
up on NetWare 3.1x servers. 

NT server/workstation
GroupWise Administrator can manage domains, post offices, and agents set 
up on NT workstations. 

UNIX server
GroupWise Administrator can manage domains, post offices, and agents set 
up on UNIX* servers. UNIX agents for GroupWise 5.5 are not yet available, 
but 5.2 UNIX agents can still be used.
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Software Distribution Directory

 Software distribution directory Master copy of GroupWise software

 DOCS GroupWise Administration Guides

 AGENTS GroupWise agents

 install.exe GroupWise agent installation program

 NLM GroupWise agents for NetWare

 NT GroupWise agents for Windows NT*

 STARTUPS Agent startup files

 DOMAIN Domain data dictionary files

 wpdomain.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 4.x 
domain databases

 gwdom.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 5.x 
domain databases

 wphost.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 4.x post 
office databases

 gwpo.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 5.x post 
office databases

 PO Post office data dictionary files

 ngwguard.dc Data dictionary for message store 
databases

 wphost.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 4.x post 
office databases

 gwpo.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise 5.x post 
office databases

 CLIENT GroupWise client files

 WIN32 GroupWise client for Windows 95/98/
NT

 setup.exe 32-bit client setup program

 WIN16\xx GroupWise client for Windows 3.1

 SETUP.EXE 16-bit client setup program

 OFVIEWS GroupWise view files

 ADMIN Administrator tools
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Software distribution directory
The GroupWise software distribution directory resides initially on the 
GroupWise distribution CD. GroupWise Administrator is installed directly 
from the CD. In addition, during installation, you create a software 
distribution directory on your network from which you subsequently install 
the GroupWise agents and GroupWise client software. 

The default software distribution directory is SYS:\GRPWISE\SOFTWARE.

DOCS directory
The DOCS subdirectory of the software distribution directory contains 
language-specific subdirectories for the HTML files that comprise the 
GroupWise Administration Guides. You can find the most up-to-date version 
of the GroupWise Administration Guides (http://www.novell.com/groupwise/
administration/gwadmin.html).

AGENTS directory
The AGENTS subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains all 
files associated with GroupWise agents:

! Post Office Agent (POA)

! Message Transfer Agent (MTA)

INSTALL.EXE file
The INSTALL.EXE file in the agent subdirectory (AGENTS) in the software 
distribution directory is the installation program you run to install the 
GroupWise agents on the servers or workstations where you will run the POA 

 MONITOR GroupWise 5.5 Monitor

 UTILITY GroupWise administrative utilities

 GWCHECK GroupWise Check

 GWBACKUP GroupWise Backup

 INTERNET Internet connectivity software

 GWIA GroupWise Internet Agent

 WEBACCES GroupWise WebAccess
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and/or MTA. For instructions, see "Installing the POA" and "Installing the 
MTA" in the Agent Setup guide. 

NLM directory
The NLM subdirectory in the agent subdirectory (AGENTS) in the software 
distribution directory contains the GroupWise agent NLM files installed on 
NetWare servers. See �NLM POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 
113.

NT directory
The NT subdirectory in the agent subdirectory (AGENTS) in the software 
distribution directory contains the GroupWise agent files installed on NT* 
workstations. See �NT POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 116. 

STARTUPS directory
The STARTUPS subdirectory in the agent subdirectory (AGENTS) in the 
software distribution directory contains the original startup files for the 
GroupWise agents. During installation, a customized startup file is created for 
each agent that includes the location of the domain or post office serviced by 
that agent. The customized startup files are named after the domain or post 
office for which they are created. See �NLM POA and MTA Installation 
Directory� on page 113 or �NT POA and MTA Installation Directory� on page 
116.

DOMAIN directory
The DOMAIN subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains the 
files from which domains are created. 

WPDOMAIN.DC file
The WPDOMAIN.DC file in the DOMAIN subdirectory in the software 
distribution directory is the distribution copy of the data dictionary for 
rebuilding GroupWise 4.x domain databases (WPDOMAIN.DB files) in 
secondary domains.
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If the WPDOMAIN.DC file is missing from the primary domain, you cannot 
rebuild GroupWise 4.x secondary domains. The original WPDOMAIN.DC 
file is located in the DOMAIN directory of the GroupWise distribution media.

Historical Note: WordPerfect Office* (WP Office*), the predecessor of 
GroupWise, was originally designed by WordPerfect Corporation* 
(WPCorp*). Hence, the WP in WPDOMAIN.DC. Some naming conventions 
have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

GWDOM.DC file
The GWDOM.DC file in the DOMAIN subdirectory in the software 
distribution directory is the distribution copy of the data dictionary for 
creating and rebuilding GroupWise 5.x domain databases (WPDOMAIN.DB 
files) in secondary domains. 

If the GWDOM.DC file is missing from the primary domain, you cannot 
create or rebuild GroupWise 5.x secondary domains. The original 
GWDOM.DC file is located in the DOMAIN subdirectory of the GroupWise 
distribution media.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Hence, the WP in 
WPDOMAIN.DB. Some naming conventions have been preserved for 
backward compatibility. 

WPHOST.DC file
The WPHOST.DC file in the DOMAIN subdirectory in the software 
distribution directory is the distribution copy of the data dictionary for 
rebuilding GroupWise 4.x post office databases (WPHOST.DB files). 

If the WPHOST.DC file is missing from a domain, you cannot rebuild 
GroupWise 4.x post offices in that domain. The original WPHOST.DC file is 
located in the DOMAIN subdirectory of the GroupWise distribution media. 
There is also a copy in the PO subdirectory.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Post offices were originally 
called hosts. Hence, the name WPHOST.DC. Some naming conventions have 
been preserved for backward compatibility. 
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GWPO.DC file
The GWPO.DC file in the DOMAIN subdirectory in the software distribution 
directory is the distribution copy of the data dictionary for creating and 
rebuilding GroupWise 5.x post office databases (WPHOST.DB files).

If the GWPO.DC file is missing from a domain, you cannot create or rebuild 
GroupWise 5.x post offices in that domain. The original GWPO.DC file is 
located in the DOMAIN directory of the GroupWise distribution media. There 
is also a copy in the PO directory.

Historical Note: WP Office, the predecessor of GroupWise, was originally 
designed by WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp). Post offices were originally 
called hosts. Hence, the name WPHOST.DB. Some naming conventions have 
been preserved for backward compatibility. 

PO directory
The PO subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains the files 
from which post offices are created.

NGWGUARD.DC file
The NGWGUARD.DC file in the PO subdirectory in the software distribution 
directory is the distribution copy of the data dictionary for building the 
following databases in the post office: 

! NGWGUARD.DB (guardian database)

! DMxxnn01-FF (document management databases)

! MSG0-24.DB (message databases)

! USERxxx.DB (user databases)

! PUxxxxx.DB (databases for replicated items like shared folders)

If the NGWGUARD.DC file is missing from a post office, new databases 
cannot be created in the post office, so the post office cannot grow. The 
original NGWGUARD.DC file is located in the PO directory of the 
GroupWise distribution media.

GroupWise Remote also uses the NGWGUARD.DC file as the data dictionary 
for its local databases. 
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CLIENT directory
The CLIENT subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains all 
files associated with GroupWise client, organized into platform-specific 
subdirectories. See the GroupWise Client Setup guide.

Historical Note: In GroupWise 4.1, the GroupWise client software was first 
copied from the distribution media into the domain, then distributed to post 
offices for installation. This software distribution model is no longer in use. 
Installation of the GroupWise 5.x client software is independent of the 
domains and post offices accessed by GroupWise client users. 

WIN32 directory
The CLIENT\WIN32 subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains all GroupWise client files installed for use with Windows 95* and 
NT*. See �GroupWise 32-bit Client Installation Directory (Windows 95/98/
NT)� on page 136.

SETUP.EXE file
The CLIENT\WIN32\SETUP.EXE file is the program GroupWise client 
users run to install and set up the GroupWise 32-bit client on their 
workstations. See the GroupWise Client Setup guide.

WIN16\xx
The CLIENT\WIN16\xx subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains all GroupWise 5.x client files for use with Windows 3.1. The 16-bit 
GroupWise 5.x client for Windows 3.1 is, in structure and function, much like 
GroupWise 4.1, with enhancements to make it compatible with a GroupWise 
5.x system. The two-character directory name xx is a language code.

SETUP.EXE file
The CLIENT\WIN16\xx\SETUP.EXE file is the program GroupWise client 
users run to install and set up the GroupWise 16-bit client on their 
workstations. See the GroupWise Client Setup guide.
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OFVIEWS directory
The CLIENT\OFVIEWS subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains platform-specific subdirectories of view files for use by the 
GroupWise client. In addition, the GWVIEWxx.INI and OFVIEWxx.INI files 
configure custom views on the menus where users select views. The 
GWVIEWxx.INI file configures GroupWise 5.5 views. The OFVIEWxx.INI 
file configures views from earlier versions of GroupWise. See "User Wants to 
Set Up Custom Views" in "GroupWise Client Problems" in Troubleshooting 
2: Solutions to Common Problems.

ADMIN directory
The ADMIN subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains 
subdirectories for optional administrative tools that can be used with 
GroupWise.

MONITOR directory
The ADMIN\MONITOR subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains the GroupWise 5.5 Monitor program, an SNMP monitoring program 
for use with the GroupWise agents. See the GroupWise Monitor guide.

A new, browser-based version of GroupWise Monitor is available in the 
GroupWise 5.5 Enhancement Pack. See the GroupWise 5.5 Enhancement 
Pack page (http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/gw55ep/docui/
index.html).

UTILITY directory
The ADMIN\UTILITY subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains helpful GroupWise utilities.

GWCHECK directory
The ADMIN\UTILITY\GWCHECK subdirectory in the software distribution 
directory contains the GroupWise Check utility. See "GroupWise Check 
(GWCheck)" in "Stand-Alone Maintenance Programs" in the Maintenance 
guide.
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GWBACKUP directory
The ADMIN\UTILITY\GWBACKUP subdirectory in the software 
distribution directory contains the GroupWise backup utility for backing up 
post office databases. See "GroupWise Backup (GWBackup)" in "Stand-
Alone Maintenance Programs" in the Maintenance guide.

INTERNET directory
The INTERNET subdirectory in the software distribution directory contains 
subdirectories for GroupWise components that provide Internet connectivity.

GWIA directory
The INTERNET\GWIA subdirectory in the software distribution directory 
contains the GroupWise Internet Agent software, used to connect GroupWise 
systems across the Internet. See the GroupWise Internet Agent guide.

WEBACCES directory
The INTERNET\WEBACCES subdirectory in the software distribution 
directory contains the GroupWise WebAccess software, which allows users to 
access their GroupWise mailboxes from a Web browser. See the GroupWise 
WebAccess guide.

An updated version of GroupWise WebAccess is available in the GroupWise 
5.5 Enhancement Pack. See the GroupWise 5.5 Enhancement Pack page 
(http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/gw55ep/docui/index.html).
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9 Client Installation Directories

The GroupWise® client installation directories contain different 
subdirectories and files depending on the platform where the client is 
installed.

! �GroupWise 32-bit Client Installation Directory (Windows 95/98/NT)� 
on page 136

! �GroupWise 16-Bit Client Installation Directory (Windows 3.1)� on page 
140
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GroupWise 32-bit Client Installation Directory (Windows 
95/98/NT)

32-bit client installation directory
The GroupWise 32-bit client installation directory contains all files necessary 
to run the GroupWise 32-bit client. 

 GroupWise client Installation directory for GroupWise 5.x client 
software

 grpwise.exe 32-bit GroupWise client program

 gwdsktop.exe GroupWise Desktop program

 gwmarq.exe GroupWise Marque program

 gwtip.exe GroupWise Tip of the Day program

 notify.exe GroupWise Notify program

 addrbook.exe GroupWise Address Book program

 htrsetup.exe Hit the Road setup program

 cplace.exe Conversation Place program

 cpadmin.exe Conversation Place Administrator program

 ngwguard.dc Data dictionary for databases

 wprof.dc Data dictionary for Remote Address Book

 *.dll DLL programs to support 32-bit GroupWise client

 *.ocx OLE custom controls

 *.flt Graphics filters for Inso* viewers

 *.hlp Help files to support GroupWise client

 OFVIEWS GroupWise view files

 WIN GroupWise view files for Windows 95/98/NT

 *.vew View files

 *.ini View initialization files

 PPFORMS Day planner forms

 *.bfp Form description files

 *.prs Print resource files
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! For a standard installation, the GroupWise client directory resides on the 
user's workstation. 

! For a workstation installation, the GroupWise client directory resides on 
the network and is run by users on many workstations.

! For a GroupWise Remote installation, the GroupWise Remote directory 
contains the same files as would be installed on a workstation connected 
to the network. Whenever GroupWise cannot make a network 
connection, it checks for a GroupWise Remote mailbox to access. 

GRPWISE.EXE file
The GRPWISE.EXE file is the 32-bit GroupWise 5.x client program for use 
with Windows 95*/98/NT*.

GWDSKTOP.EXE file
The GWDSKTOP.EXE file is the GroupWise desktop program, which 
provides quick access to appointments, notes, and tasks without having to start 
the GroupWise client, thus retaining system resources for other uses. 
However, if you need to send a mail message or schedule an appointment, you 
can start the GroupWise client from the GroupWise desktop. 

GWMARQ.EXE file
The GWMARQ.EXE file is the GroupWise marquee program, which 
provides a scrolling banner displaying the most recent information arriving in 
your mailbox.

GWTIP.EXE file
The GWTIP.EXE file is the GroupWise Tip of the Day program, which 
displays helpful information about a GroupWise feature each time you start 
the GroupWise client.

NOTIFY.EXE file
The NOTIFY.EXE file is the program that alerts users of GroupWise 5 in 
Windows 95/98/NT whenever you have incoming items, when your outgoing 
items are opened, or when you have an upcoming appointment. Notify can 
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alert you in four ways: a sound, a dialog box, a small icon, or by launching an 
application. 

ADDRBOOK.EXE file
The ADDRBOOK.EXE file is the program that accesses the GroupWise 
Address Book. The Address Book contains information for all NDS® users, 
GroupWise external users, GroupWise external entities, GroupWise e-mail 
distribution lists, and so on. 

HTRSETUP.EXE file
The HTRSETUP.EXE file is the setup program for Hit the Road, which 
creates your Remote mailbox. See "Enabling Remote Access " in the 
GroupWise Client Setup guide.

CPLACE.EXE file
The CPLACE.EXE file is the program that handles GroupWise Conversation 
Place. Use the Conversation Place to manage your telephone directly from the 
GroupWise desktop. You can answer your phone, place callers on hold, use 
the speaker phone, conference other callers, and more. You can even look up 
phone numbers and dial numbers directly from Conversation Place. 

CPADMIN.EXE file
The CPADMIN.EXE file is the administration program for setting up 
GroupWise Conversation Place. See "Setting Up Conversation Place" in 
"Installing and Launching the Client " in the GroupWise Client Setup guide.

NGWGUARD.DC file
 The NGWGUARD.DC file is the data dictionary for building databases in the 
post office. GroupWise Remote also uses the NGWGUARD.DC file as the 
data dictionary for its local databases. 

WPROF.DC file
The WPROF.DC file is the data dictionary for the GroupWise Remote 
Address Book (WPROF.DB).
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Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect* Corporation (WPCorp*), was named WP Office* Remote. 
Hence, the WPROF in WPROF.DC. Some naming conventions have been 
preserved for backward compatibility. 

*.DLL files
*.DLL files are dynamically linked libraries of program code used by 
executable programs. Language-independent *.DLL files are typically located 
in the same directory with the executable programs they support. Language-
specific *.DLL files are grouped into subdirectories by language. 

*.OCX files
 *.OCX files are OLE custom controls. For example, *.OCX files control the 
Address Book and name completion. 

*.FLT files
*.FLT files are graphics filters used by the Inso viewers incorporated into the 
GroupWise client. The viewers enable you to view a wide variety of file types 
from within GroupWise.

*.HLP files
*.HLP files contain the online documentation for all components of 
GroupWise. *.HLP files are typically located in the same directory with the 
executable programs they support. 

OFVIEWS directory
The OFVIEWS directory contains platform-specific subdirectories of view 
files for use by the GroupWise client. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFVIEWS. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 
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WIN directory
The WIN subdirectory in OFVIEWS contains view (*.vew) files for use by the 
GroupWise client. It also contains initialization (*.ini) files to control display 
of views.

Views can be customized. See "User Wants to Set Up Custom Views" in 
"GroupWise Client Problems" in Troubleshooting 2: Solutions to Common 
Problems.

PPFORMS directory
The PPFORMS directory contains day planner forms for printing GroupWise 
calendars and tasks. 

*.BFP files
*.BFP files are form description files that contain binder, filler, and page 
attributes for forms. 

*.PRS files
*.PRS files are print resource files that indicate which forms are available for 
which languages. For example, day planners used by English-speaking people 
in the United States have different forms from day planners used for various 
languages in Europe.

GroupWise 16-Bit Client Installation Directory 
(Windows 3.1) 

 GroupWise client Installation directory for 16-bit GroupWise client 
software

 ofwin.exe 16-bit GroupWise client program

 ofwinfil.exe 16-bit GroupWise client engine

 vewin.exe 16-bit GroupWise viewer

 vewinfil.exe 16-bit GroupWise viewer engine

 ntwin.exe 16-bit GroupWise Notify program
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16-bit client installation directory
The GroupWise 16-bit client installation directory contains the main files 
necessary to run the GroupWise 16-bit client. 

! For a standard installation, the GroupWise client directory resides on the 
user's workstation. 

! For a workstation installation, the GroupWise client directory resides on 
the network and is run by users on many workstations.

! For a GroupWise Remote installation, the GroupWise Remote directory 
contains the same files as would be installed on a workstation connected 
to the network. Whenever GroupWise cannot make a network 
connection, it checks for a GroupWise Remote mailbox to access. 

 ngwguard.dc Data dictionary for databases

 wprof.dc Data dictionary for GroupWise Remote Address 
Book

 wpmodem.db Modem database for GroupWise Remote

 *.dll DLLs to support 16-bit client

 *.hlp Help files to support the 16-bit GroupWise client

 OFVIEWS GroupWise view files

 WIN GroupWise view files for Windows 3.1

 *.vew View files

 *.ini View initialization files

 WPC20 Supporting files shared with older WPCorp* 
products

 bifed20.exe BIF editor

 *.exe Supporting executables

 *.dll Supporting DLLs

 *.flt Graphics filters for Inso viewers
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OFWIN.EXE file
The OFWIN.EXE file is the program used to start the 16-bit GroupWise 5.x 
client.

OFWINFIL.EXE file
The OFWINFIL.EXE file contains the 16-bit GroupWise client program.

VEWIN.EXE file
The VEWIN.EXE file is the program used to start the 16-bit GroupWise 
viewer.

VEWINFIL.EXE file
The VEWINFIL.EXE file contains the 16-bit GroupWise viewer program 
provided by Inso Corporation.

NTWIN.EXE file
The NTWIN.EXE file is GroupWise Notify, the program that alerts you 
whenever you have incoming items, when your outgoing items are opened, or 
when you have an upcoming appointment.

NGWGUARD.DC
 The NGWGUARD.DC file is the data dictionary for building databases in the 
post office. GroupWise Remote also uses the NGWGUARD.DC file as the 
data dictionary for its local databases. 

WPROF.DC
The WPROF.DC file is the data dictionary for the GroupWise Remote 
Address Book (WPROF.DB). 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect* Corporation (WPCorp*), was named WP Office* Remote. 
Hence, the WPROF in WPROF.DC. Some naming conventions have been 
preserved for backward compatibility. 
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WPMODEM.DB file
The WPMODEM.DB file is the modem database used to hold modem 
configuration information for use with GroupWise Remote.

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise Remote, designed by 
WordPerfect* Corporation (WPCorp*), was named WP Office* Remote. 
Hence, the WP in WPMODEM.DB. Some naming conventions have been 
preserved for backward compatibility. 

*.DLL files
*.DLL files are dynamically linked libraries of program code used by 
executable programs. Language-independent *.DLL files are typically located 
in the same directory with the executable programs they support. Language-
specific *.DLL files are grouped into subdirectories by language. 

 *.HLP files
*.HLP files contain the online documentation for the GroupWise 16-bit client. 
*.HLP files are typically located in the same directory with the executable 
programs they support. 

OFVIEWS directory
The OFVIEWS directory contains platform-specific subdirectories of view 
files for use by the GroupWise client. 

Historical Note: An earlier version of GroupWise, designed by WordPerfect 
Corporation (WPCorp), was named WP Office. Hence, the OF in OFVIEWS. 
Some naming conventions have been preserved for backward compatibility. 

WIN directory
The OFVIEWS\WIN subdirectory contains view (*.vew) files for use by the 
GroupWise client. It also contains initialization (*.ini) files to control display 
of views.
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WPC20 directory
The WPC20 directory, installed beside the 16-bit client installation directory, 
contains supporting files, including executables and DLLs, that used to be 
shared with earlier versions of WordPerfect Corporation (WPCorp) products.

BIFED20.EXE file
The BIFED20.EXE file is the BIF editor program, used to modify users' .BIFs 
(binary information files) where user information such as preferences is 
stored.

*.FLT files
*.FLT files are graphics filters used by the Inso viewers incorporated into the 
GroupWise client. The viewers enable you to view a wide variety of file types 
from within GroupWise
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